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Mission Statement
The Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devoted to the unbiased reporting of events 
and developments that are newsworthy and significant to readers living in, and/or employed in, 
Westchester County. The Guardian will strive to report fairly, and objectively, reliable informa-

tion without favor or compromise. Our first duty will be to the PEOPLE’S 
RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure of truth, without fear or hesitation, 
no matter where the pursuit may lead, in the finest tradition of FREEDOM 

OF THE PRESS.

The Guardian will cover news and events relevant to residents and 
businesses all over Westchester County. As a weekly, rather than 

focusing on the immediacy of delivery more associated with daily 
journals, we will instead seek to provide the broader, more compre-

hensive, chronological step-by-step accounting of events, enlightened 
with analysis, where appropriate.

From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, 
where, why, and how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We 
will use our more abundant time, and our resources, to get past the 
initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage control’ often characteristic of immediate 
news releases, to reach the very heart of the matter: the truth. We will 
take our readers to a point of understanding and insight which cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not neces-
sarily better. And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be 

all things to all readers. We must carefully balance the presentation of 
relevant, hard-hitting, Westchester news and commentary, with features 
and columns useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the 
county. We must stay trim and flexible if we are to succeed.
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New Rochelle, New York 10801

Sam Zherka , Publisher & President 
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Hezi Aris, Editor-in-Chief & Vice President 
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 RADIO

Westchester On the Level with Narog 
and Aris
Westchester On the Level is heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12 Noon 
on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel. Join 
the conversation by calling toll-free to 1-877-674-2436. Please stay on topic.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are your co-hosts. In the week beginning February 20th and ending on 
February 24th, we have an exciting entourage of guests. 
Every Monday is special. On Monday, February 20th, Krystal Wade, a celebrated participant in http://
www.TheWritersCollection.com is our guest. Krystal Wade is a mother of three who works fifty miles 
from home and writes in her “spare time.” “Wilde’s Fire,” her debut novel has been accepted for publication 
and should be available in 2012. Not far behind is her second novel, “Wilde’s Army.” How does she do it? 
Tune in and find out.
Co-hosts Richard Narog and Hezi Aris will relish the dissection of all things politics on Tuesday, February 
21st. Yonkers City Council President Chuck Lesnick will share his perspective from the august inner 
sanctum of the City Council Chambers on Wednesday, February 22nd. Stephen Cerrato, Esq., will share 
his political insight on Thursday, February 23rd. Friday, February 24th has yet to be filled. It may be a propi-
tious day to sum up what transpired throughout the week. A sort of BlogTalk Radio version of That Was 
The Week That Was (TWTWTW).
For those who cannot join us live, consider listening to the show by way of an MP3 download, or on 
demand. Within 15 minutes of a show’s ending, you can find the segment in our archive that you may link 
to using the hyperlink provided in the opening paragraph. 
The entire archive is available and maintained for your perusal. The easiest way to find a particular interview 
is to search Google, or any other search engine, for the subject matter or the name of the interviewee. For 
example, search Google, Yahoo, AOL Search for Westchester On the Level, Blog Talk Radio, or use the 
hyperlink above. 
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 RADIO

Westchester On the Level with Narog and Aris
Westchester On the Level is usually heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12 
Noon on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel. 
Because of the importance of a Federal court case purporting corruption and bribery 
allegations, programming with be suspended for the days of March 26 to 29, 2012. Yon-
kers Philharmonic Orchestra Conductor James Sadewhite is our scheduled guest Friday, 
March 30.

It is however anticipated that the jury will conclude its deliberation on either Mon-
day or Tuesday, March 26 or 27. Should that be the case, we will resume our regular 
programming schedule and announce that fact on the Yonkers Tribune website.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are co-hosts of the show.
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George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873
Professional Dominican

Hairstylists & Nail Technicians

Yudi’s Salon 610 Main St, New Rochelle, NY 10801 914.633.7600

Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs

 Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

LEGAL NOTICESCLASSIFIED ADS
Office Space Available-

Prime Location, Yorktown Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

Prime Retail - Westchester County
Best Location in Yorktown Heights

1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. 
Store $1200.

Suitable for any type of business. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

HELP WANTED
A non profit Performing Arts Center is seeking two job positions- 1) Direc-
tor of Development- FT-must have a background in development or expe-
rience fundraising, knowledge of what development entails and experi-
ence working with sponsors/donors; 2) Operations Manager- must have a 
good knowledge of computers/software/ticketing systems, duties include 
overseeing all box office, concessions, movie staffing, day of show lobby 
staffing such as Merchandise seller, bar sales. Must be familiar with POS 
system and willing to organize concessions. Full time plus hours. Call (203) 
438-5795 and ask for Julie or Allison

FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
In the Matter of ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
     SUMMONS AND INQUEST NOTICE

Chelsea Thomas (d.o.b. 7/14/94),    

A Child Under 21 Years of Age   Dkt Nos. NN-10514/15/16-10/12C

Adjudicated to be Neglected by    NN-2695/96-10/12B 
     FU No.: 22303

Tiffany Ray and Kenneth Thomas,
  Respondents.     X
NOTICE: PLACEMENT OF YOUR CHILD IN FOSTER CARE MAY RESULT IN YOUR LOSS OF YOUR 
RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. IF YOUR CHILD STAYS IN FOSTER CARE FOR 15 OF THE MOST RECENT 
22 MONTHS, THE AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW TO FILE A PETITION TO TERMINATE 
YOUR PARENTAL RIGHTS AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE 
CHILD FOR THE PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, AND MAY FILE BEFORE THE END OF THE 15-MONTH 
PERIOD.

UPON GOOD CAUSE, THE COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETH-
ER THE NON-RESPONSENT PARENT(s) SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A RESPONDENT; IF 
THE COURT DETERMINES THE CHILD SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM HIS/HER HOME, THE 
COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE NON-RESPONDENT 
PARENT(s) SHOULD BE SUITABLE CUSTODIANS FOR THE CHILD; IF THE CHILD IS PLACED AND 
REMAINS IN FOSTER CARE FOR FIFTEEN OF THE MOST RECENT TWENTY-TWO MONTHS, THE 
AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED TO FILE A PETITION FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS OF 
THE PARENT(s) AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE CHILD FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, EVEN IF THE PARENT(s) WERE NOT NAMED AS RESPONDENTS IN 
THE CHILD NEGLECT OR ABUSE PROCEEDING.

A NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT HAS THE RIGHT TO REQUEST TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT CUS-
TODY OF THE CHILD AND TO SEEK ENFORCEMENT OF VISITATION RIGHTS WITH THE CHILD.

BY ORDER OF THE FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT(S) WHO RESIDE(S) OR IS FOUND AT [specify 
address(es)]:  

Last known addresses: TIFFANY RAY: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

Last known addresses: KENNETH THOMAS: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

 An Order to Show Cause under Article 10 of the Family Court Act having been filed with this Court 
seeking to modify the placement for the above-named child.

 YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear before this Court at Yonkers Family Court 
located at 53 So. Broadway, Yonkers, New York, on the 28th day of March, 2012 at 2;15 pm in the 
afternoon of said day to answer the petition and to show cause why said child should not be 
adjudicated to be a neglected child and why you should not be dealt with in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 10 of the Family Court Act.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that you have the right to be represented by a law-
yer, and if the Court finds you are unable to pay for a lawyer, you have the right to have a lawyer 
assigned by the Court.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that if you fail to appear at the time and place 
noted above, the Court will hear and determine the petition as provided by law.

Dated: January 30, 2012   BY ORDER OF THE COURT
    CLERK OF THE COURT

Get Noticed Get 
Noticed

Legal Notices, Advertise Today
Legal Notices, 

Advertise Today

1 column2 column

914-562-0834
WHYTeditor@gmail.com

(914) 562-0834

http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel
http://YonkersTribune.Typepad.com/yonkers_tribune/
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CommunitySection
BUSINESS

PURCHASE, NY and NEW YORK, NY –
Stroz Friedberg, LLC, a global digital risk man-
agement and investigations firm headquartered 
in New York, announced that it has expanded 
its New York presence by moving its eDiscovery 
operations to a new state of the art center located 
in Purchase, New York. The new facility was 
designed for seventy full time employees dedi-
cated to supporting the company’s powerful and 
proprietary service offering, “Stroz Discovery.” 
Top-tier American law firms and Fortune 100 
corporations rely on Stroz Discovery to review, 
analyze and manage their vast amount of elec-
tronic data during litigations, regulatory actions 
and internal investigations.

With this new office, Stroz Friedberg now 
has three New York locations, including its 
R&D center and National headquarters, which 

combined, employ a total of 
149 personnel. This sum-
mer, the company intends 
to further fuse its processing 
and data operations within 
the New York region by re-
locating its current U.S. data 
center from Westport, Con-
necticut, to a high-tech facility 
in Westchester County, New 
York.

“Stroz Friedberg utilizes 
its best in class capabilities 
on behalf of its clients in all 
digital matters, especially in 
critical cases of eDiscovery. As 
a successful firm founded in 
New York City over a decade 

ago, we are extremely proud to 
consolidate our operations in 
New York and immediately 
add jobs to the local economy, 
with more employment op-
portunities to come,” said John 
Curran, Executive Managing 
Director of Stroz Friedberg.

Located in the growing 
technology hub of Westches-
ter County, the Purchase office 
provides cutting-edge process-
ing, analytics and production 
of terabytes of electronically 
stored data, which is gener-
ated daily for the hundreds of 
clients using Stroz Friedberg’s 
proprietary hosting and ana-

lytical review platform.
About Stroz Friedberg, LLC
Stroz Friedberg is a global consulting and technology 
firm specializing in digital risk management and 
investigations. The firm has established eleven offices 
in the United States plus a London office. It delivers 
services and expertise in the areas of digital forensics, 
business intelligence and investigations, cyber-crime 
and data breach response, security risk consulting, 
and electronic discovery. Working at the intersection 
of technology, law, policy and behavioral science, the 
company provides technical assistance and strategic 
advice to help its clients manage the inherent risks 
and responsibilities of doing business in a digital era. 
Learn more about the firm’s capabilities and experi-
ence at www.strozfriedberg.com, or direct email to 
Michelle Lansing mlansing@strozfriedberg.com, or 
telephone her at 212-981-6543.

Stroz Friedberg Opens New eDiscovery Operations Center in Purchase, New York

John Curran, Executive Managing 
Director of Stroz Friedberg.

By H. LEE WHITEHEAD
The purchase of a new car can be 
like a rollercoaster ride. You step 
into the showroom and someone 
comes over to let you know that 
you can walk out today in the 
brand new car of your choice. Then 

the ride takes off. After discussing price, down-
payments, and credit checks, the choices begin 
to dwindle—as do your options to purchase your 
selection. If you are thinking that there has got to 
be a better way—you are right.

Meet Michael J. Barbagallo, sales consultant 
ay Yonkers Honda. Mike’s introduction is his 
smile. It sets Mike apart from the unfavorable 
stereotypes of an imagined sales force. His first 
question is “How can I help?” If your reply is “ 
‘I’m just looking,” you are free to browse know-
ing that Mike will check with you every so often 
to see if you have any questions. Most people 

usually do have a few questions and he usually 
has the answers. There is no time restriction on 
the process, nor is there a grimace if you are 
not ready to purchase on that day. “People can 
make a purchase anywhere—but first they want 
information. So that’s what I do. We sit down 
and discuss their car needs, their particular cir-
cumstances and specific cars. Then we try to find 
the right match.” He said that finding the right 
match is no problem because “Honda truly is a 
great product with something for everyone—
from sales to service.”

So what keeps him in the business for 
8-years and counting? He was quick to answer: 
Yonkers Honda and its customers. On any given 
day there can be as many reasons for purchasing 
a car, as there are customers. His goal remains 
consistent. Mike provides product knowledge, 
options and a fair, honest price to every cus-
tomer. I want my customers to leave Yonkers 

Honda with a great new car and my assurance 
that I will be here if they need me. That’s how 
relationships are built. So stop by, say, “Hello!” to 

Mike and start the process to lease or purchase 
a new Honda and the lasting relationship that 
comes with it.

Yonkers Honda
More Than a Purchase, It’s a Relationship

Michael J. Bargallo, Sales Consultant at Yonkers Honda, 2000 Central Park Avenue, Yonkers, NY 
10710.  T: 914-961-8180, ext. 226. C: 914-347-342-2762. mailto:mbargallo22@gmail.com

CALENDAR

By MARK JEFFERS
What a wild couple of weeks 
for my daughter, she got up 
at 3am to travel to NYC to 
see the “Today Show” and 
scream at this new band 
phenom “One Direction” 

and then last week caught the midnight pre-
miere of “Hunger Games,” I’m exhausted just 
hearing the stories… not to worry I brought 
her back to earth by having her read this week’s, 
“News and Notes…”

The Community Center of Northern 
Westchester’s prom clothes closet is now open 
for donations! Help the Center help students 

attend their proms this year by donating your 
gently used prom dresses, formal gowns, and 
tuxedos. For one night, girls can shop at a 
special Prom Clothes Closet event, graciously 
hosted by Mt. Kisco boutique Elephant’s 
Trunk. Any high school student who may need 
this help (or the student’s parent) should call 
the Center and ask to speak to Noya Guer-

rero. They will do their best to accommodate 
students while maintaining their privacy. If 
you have prom clothing, shoes, or accessories 
to donate, please bring them to the Donation 
Room during Center hours. Be sure to tell the 
volunteer who greets you that the items are for 
the Prom Clothes Closet.

Looking for a Saturday morning event 
with your little chick-a-dees? Then peck on 
over to Little Joe’s Books in Katonah at 11:00

Continued on page 5

News & Notes from Northern Westchester

http://www.strozfriedberg.com/
mailto:mbargallo22@gmail.com
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Continued from page 4
am on March 31st to see Lisa Schwartz, found-
er and proprietor of Rainbeau Ridge, a sustain-
able farm in Bedford. Lisa will bring some her 
newly hatched chicks to Little Joe’s and she’ll 
read about farming and farm animals. Lisa will 
be back next month and in May with other 
farm animals and talk about the animals on her 
farm.

Congratulations to A.J. Goncalves as he 
has completed his Eagle Scout project by lead-
ing the effort to renovate a nature trail that 
connects Fox Valley Park to Increase Miller 
Elementary School. The new path includes an 
outdoor nature classroom and allows locals who 
want to walk or bike to school. It also gives par-
ents of younger siblings who don’t play sports 
yet something to do while older brothers and 
sisters practice and play games. A great idea… 
as the younger kids are often dragged around to 
their siblings events! Thanks A.J.

Hop on over to the John Jay Homestead 
on Tuesday morning, April 3rd at 10:45 am 
for a magical morning… Bedford Recreation 
and the Blue Dolphin Restaurant are sponsor-
ing the annual Spring Egg Hunt for children 
ages 2 - 10. The children will be divided by age; 
children should bring their own baskets or bags 
to collect their eggs. The event begins with a 
visit with spring bunnies, followed by the an-
nual Egg Hunt and a magic show performed 
by Magician David Levitan.

In case you miss the morning Egg Hunt or 
your older kids want piece of the action, there 
will be a Flash Light Egg Hunt at the Bedford 
Village Memorial Park Tuesday evening, April 
3rd at 7:30 pm. Kids should bring a flashlight 
and a bag to search for candy filled eggs in the 

dark. Registration is required and there is a $5 
fee. Wow, can I come…?

Even more hunting, this time for the il-
lusive Easter Candy, the hunt is set for March 
31st at the Westmorland Sanctuary in Bedford, 
bring a bag or basket … good luck capturing all 
the goodies….

After all that candy…grab your dancing 
shoes and let’s all Zumba for Autism at SUNY 
Purchase College on April 1st with all proceeds 
being donated to Cardinal McClossky Services 
for the aid of Autism.

Sshh! The Metro North pilot program 
“quiet-car” will become permanent starting 
April 2nd. The last cars of rush-hour trains into 
Grand Central will be designated “quiet,” while 
the first cars on out bound trains will be marked 
“quiet.” What a great concept, now if I can only 
designate a “quiet” room in my house…

How about checking out a Salaman-
der hike on March 30th at the Westmoreland 
Sanctuary in Bedford, bring some boots and a 
flashlight.

This year is flying by, let’s see, I broke all 
my New Year’s resolutions, got knocked our of 
my March Madness Pool and we are paying a 
zillion dollars for gas, but the good news is… 
how much fun I have writing this column… see 
you next week.
Mark Jeffers successfully spearheaded the launch 
of MAR$AR Sports & Entertainment LLC in 
2008. As president he has seen rapid growth of the 
company with the signing of numerous clients. He 
resides in Bedford Hills, New York, with his wife 
Sarah, and three daughters, Kate, Amanda, and 
Claire.

Lexington Capital Associates, LLC. 
240 North Avenue 

New Rochelle, NY 10801 
Phone (914) 632-1230 fax (914) 633-0806

When was the last time  
you dealt with  

Lexington Capital Associates?

With over 50 years experience, Lexington Capital Associates 
provides loans from $1m-$150m at some of the lowest 
interest rates available in the marketplace.  

• For cash flowing loans- NO PERSONAL GUARANTEE
• 30 year payouts
• Int. only loans available

CALENDAR

News & Notes from Northern Westchester

CREATIVE DISRUPTION

Retail
By JOHN F. McMULLEN

The steady interjection of tech-
nology into the retail process 
has helped to change the United 
States from a nation of small “main 
street” stores into a shopping mo-
rass of big “box stores” and on-line 

department stores with the small stores fighting 
for a way to survive. It has also provided cost-
savings to consumers and given rise to scientific 
“supply chain management,” resulting in greater 
efficiency and improved customer service. It has 
further led to both lower salary employment and 
reduced employment in many parts of the retail 
sector. In short, as in all areas involving technol-
ogy innovation, it has been a mixed bag of bless-
ings and hardships.

Wikipedia defines “retail” as “Retail consists 
of the sale of physical goods or merchandise from a 

fixed location, such as a department store, boutique 
or kiosk, or by mall, in small or individual lots for 
direct consumption by the purchaser. ... Shops may be 
on residential streets, shopping streets with few or no 
houses or in a shopping mall. Shopping streets may 
be for pedestrians only. ... Online retailing, a type of 
electronic commerce used for business-to-consumer 
(B2C) transactions and mail order, are forms of 
non-shop retailing.” (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Retail).

Using this definition, retailing has gone on 
since humankind left the “hunter-gatherer” stage 
and moved to agriculture. Some of the tribes or 
villages concentrated on tool making and “sold” 
the tools to the farming community – in the be-
ginning as part of a barter arrangement. While 
historians date this type of activity to approxi-
mately 150,000 years ago, modern commerce 
really did not begin until forms of currency, such 
as coins and gems, began to be accepted as pay-
ment for goods.

Continued on page 6
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CREATIVE DISRUPTION

Retail
Continued from page 5

As civilizations became more sophisticated, 
different sections of the existing world began to 
concentrate on goods for which natural resourc-
es were unique to that region – and trade routes, 
such as the “Silk Road,” the “Incense Road” and 
the “Amber Road,” sprung up, linking far-flung 
parts of the world developed for the exchange of 
goods – in essence, the first “Global Economy.” 
Marco Polo’s book “Il Milione,” describing his 
travels to, through, and from Asia from 1271 – 
1294, opened the eyes of Europeans to the trad-
ing opportunities with Asia.

It was the desire for expanding markets and 
the search for shorter trade routes that led to 
the Age of Exploration and the discovery of the 
“New World. As the British colonies in the New 
World became self-sufficient, one of the main 
bones of contention that led to the American 
Revolution was the refusal of England to al-
low manufacturing in the colonies – raw goods 
were sent to England for processing and finished 
products were returned to America for sale.

After the colonies gained their indepen-
dence and the migration throughout what is the 
United States began, there was demand for dry 
goods, kitchen goods, tools, and other products 
throughout the country and towns developed 
around the setting up of stores (and saloons and 
churches) and the establishment of rural and ur-
ban American began.

The expanding demand for goods led to a 
focus by business on how to maximize both the 
selling and distribution of goods and, in 1734, the 
first “Department Store,” Bennett’s of Irongate 
was founded in the UK. Department stores 
came later to the US with the “Marble Palace,” 
founded in New York in 1846, soon followed 
by “Macy’s,”  “B. Altman’s,” “Lord & Taylor,” 
“McCreary’s,” and “Abraham & Strauss,” also 
in New York, and “Marshall Field” in Chicago 
and “Wanamaker’s” in Philadelphia. Soon, these 
and other stores throughout the United States 
were in competition for both products and the 
most efficient and cost-effective method of ac-
quiring and selling the products.

Stores selling grocery goods also evolved 
over the years, when A&P came into being 

in 1859 to compete with small independents. 
Starting as a coffee and tea company (“The Great 
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company”), A&P stan-
dardized grocery store operation, and grew to the 
world’s largest retailer with 16,000 stores and $1 
billion in retail by 1930. 1930 was a landmark 
year in grocery retailing as the first self-service 
supermarket, King Kullen, opened in Queens, 
NY. Established grocery chains, such as A&P 
and Safeway, first resisted the supermarket con-
cept but eventually all made a transition.

Technology had begun to make an impact 
in the process with the development of the Tele-
graph in 1836 and the Cash Register in 1879. 
The telegraph allowed the stores to communi-
cate with far off suppliers and the cash register 
was the first step toward today’s modern “Point-
of-Sale” systems.

The developer of the first cash register, John 
Ritty, sold his company to Jacob Eckert, who 
in turn sold it to John Patterson, who renamed 
the company to “National Cash Register” 
(“NCR”).  NCR improved the device by adding 
a paper roll to record transactions and provide 
receipts to customers. It was further improved in 
1906 when inventor Charles Kettering added an 
electric motor to cash registers. NCR was to be 
the leader in cash register production for many 
years even as it expanded into other areas (its 
early sales manager, Thomas J. Watson, was to leave 
the firm to form the IBM Corporation).

As technology continued to develop, other 
retail activities such as inventory management 
began to be explored. One of the major prob-
lems for any retailer is inventory management 
– customers want what they want to be avail-
able at the store of their choice while retailers 
do not want lots of unsold items tying up their 
shelf space. The development of “Point of Sale” 
(“POS”) systems combined the cash register 
function with inventory management functions. 
In 1973 IBM announced a store management 
system built around a central computer control-
ling up to 128 IBM POS registers. The system 
was first installed in 1974 in Pathmark super-
markets and Dillard’s Department Stores. The 
same year, an Intel 8008 microprocessor-based 
system was installed for McDonald’s Restau-
rants by William Brobeck Associates for all 
phases of the order, food preparation, bagging 
and collection processes.

In today’s POS systems, items are scanned 
at the cash register and the transaction is cap-
tured to both tally the customer’s bill and update 
the on-hand inventory. The customer may pay 
cash or use a credit card (which is electronically 
validated) for payment. The adjusted inventory 
is then compared to “re-order” points and, if an 
order is necessary, it is placed, often electronically 
over communications facilities to a warehouse or 
supplier. This process leads to a “Just-In-Time” 
system for the retailers. Many of the large retail-
ers, such as Home Depot, WalMart, and A&P 
have taken the process one step further, putting 
self-checkout stations containing scanners, credit 
card and cash input devices in the stores.

A major concern to retailers in inventory 
management is not only determining what is 
needed in the stores but how to get it to the 
stories in as rapid and cost-effective method as 
possible. The leader in this “Supply Chain Man-
agement” control has been WalMart. WalMart, 
founded in 1962, is now the largest retailer in the 
world, the largest private employer in the world 
with over 2 million employees, the largest public 
corporation in the world when ranked by revenue, 
and the largest grocery retailer in the US.

WalMart’s success has come from many fac-
tors – a voice and data communications network 
that links all WalMart facilities to its Bentonville, 
AK headquarters; a superior supply chain sys-
tem that incorporates its own warehouses and 
its supplier warehouses into one system; constant 
pressure on suppliers to lower costs; a low salary 
structure throughout the store network; and heavy 
use of foreign-produced products – all of these 
factors contribute to WalMart’s ability to offer 
product at the lowest possible price to consumers.

High speed telecommunications, the emer-
gence of the “Global Economy,” and accurate in-
ventory forecasting systems have allowed firms 
to “outsource” to distant lands (“offshoring”) to 
take advantage of lower labor costs and other 
benefits.

The same technology has also led to “in-
sourcing” where companies such as UPS have 
been able to insert themselves seamlessly into 
corporate supply chains. When a customer or-
ders something on-line, the order may go di-
rectly to UPS’s Kentucky facility where it is filled 
from a warehouse that UPS maintains for the 
vendor and sent off, a system that saves days for 

the customer.
Finally, the advent of online vendors has 

dramatically changed the retail landscape. Ama-
zon, founded in 1994 and first online in 1995, 
is the world’s largest electronic retailer, with 
a customer base of around 30 million. Apple 
Computer’s iTunes online store is the largest 
music store in the world. Other well-known on-
line facilities such as eBay and Overstock have 
also developed large customer bases. Addition-
ally, well-know “brick and mortar” stores such 
as WalMart, Barnes & Noble, Sears, Apple, to 
name but a few, have developed significant on-
line presences.

The impact on the American public of the 
changes in retailing is complex. There is no argu-
ing that there is tremendous value to the con-
sumer in lower prices, availability of product, and 
ease of acquisition. There has also been elimina-
tion of jobs through on-line sales; outsourcing 
(one estimate sated that WalMart’s US-leading 
employee staffing is matched almost one-for-one by 
the jobs that it has eliminated through offshoring); 
and system improvement (information once im-
puted and checked by humans is now captured by 
POS registers and customer online entry; the use of 
“RFID” (“Radio Frequency Identification”) tags 
eliminates hand counting of items taken into inven-
tory). There has also been the “dumbing down” 
of jobs through automation (Cashiers no longer 
have to calculate; computer systems provide the in-
telligence in inventory management and in delivery 
routing; etc.). Employees require less training and 
skill for many jobs than in previous times and 
may therefore be paid less. A 2010 article by 
Henry Blodget in “Business Insider” states that 
WalMart employs 1% of the US working popu-
lation and that the average WalMart “associate” 
makes $20,744 per year, below the “poverty line” 
of $22,000 (Blodget also points out that the hourly 
wage in this calculation is $11.75, well above the 
minimum wage of $7.25). Finally, the combina-
tion of online stores and “big box” stores with 
low prices has taken the toll on countless small 
businesses.

It is well to realize that WalMart is 50 
years old and Amazon less than 20! The eco-
nomic scene changes rapidly and, for individu-
als to continue to be competitive, education and 
awareness are the key terms – persons must have 
the education to master the new challenges in this 
economy and the constant awareness of what is 
happening around them.

Creative Disruption is a continuing series 
examining the impact of constantly accelerat-
ing technology on the world around us. These 
changers normally happen under our personal 
radar until we find that the world as we knew 
it is no more.
John F. McMullen has been involved in technology 
for over 40 years and has written about it for major 
publications. He may be found on Facebook and his 
current non-technical writing, a novel, “The Inwood 
Book” and “New & Collected Poems by johnmac the 
bard” are available on Amazon. He is a professor at 
Purchase College and has previously taught at Mon- 
roe College, Marist College and the New School For 
Social Research.
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By SHERIF AWAD 
In Arabic language, the 
word “Caïd”, pronounced 
“Ka-eed”, means “chief” 
or “leader,” while in spo-
ken French, it designates 

a “mobster” or a “boss.” By extension, in modern 
day, a Caïd is the leader in his own business. This is 
also the name chosen by the Marseilles-born Thi-
erry Daher for his Brooklyn-Marseilles company 
Caïd Digital, which he founded in 2002 as Caïd 
Consulting, following his previous years of experi-
ence and practice in international, online and viral 
marketing. It is also a name that reflects his per-
sonality and the way he works. Until I met Daher 
in his new Manhattan office, I did not know that 
he is somewhat connected to the Arab world, par-
ticularly to Syria and Egypt, and that our dialog 
would transport us to the past where sultans ruled, 
and then return us to the present where shoes 
have become a fetish. 

Although Thierry comes from a French fam-
ily, his surname, Daher, has Syrian origins, derived 
from the city of Aleppo. Moreover, he is the de-
cedent of Clot-Bey, which was the nickname of 
Antoine Barthélémy Clot (7 November 1793 to 
28 August 1868), a French doctor who worked 
and lived in Egypt for a long time. Clot was born 
in Grenoble, France, studied medicine in Mont-
pellier, France, then, after practicing in Marseilles, 
France, he travelled to Cairo in 1825 where he 

was made chief surgeon to Mehemet Ali Pasha, 
the Viceroy of Egypt. In Cairo, Clot founded Al-
Kasr Al-Aini Hospital (which exists to this day 
as part of the Faculty of Medicine) among other 
hospitals and French schools. Notwithstanding 
the most serious religious difficulties, Clot also 
instituted the study of human anatomy. In 1832, 
Ali honored him with the rank of Bey (Colonel) 
without requiring him to abjure his religion. Af-

ter he died at Marseilles, aged 74, a street in his 
hometown of Grenoble was named after him. 
Also in downtown Cairo, a street called Clot-Bey 
honors his name still. “Back home in Marseilles, 
I still have his medals, his sword and a couple of 
his portraits in my bedroom,” remembers Daher, 
whose work in media and filmmaking is quite dif-
ferent from his great, great ancestor, yet it reveals 
similar entrepreneurship. 

“After I moved to New York City in 1990, 
I started my first Internet marketing agency in 
1995. Then, eight years ago, I ventured into docu-
mentaries through Caïd Productions. However, 
I had my own approach to this particular film 
genre. Because I noticed that 95 % of docu-
mentaries have either political or social themes, I 
was keen to do something more interesting and 
completely different. I wanted to focus on pop 
culture and contemporary phenomena, visible to 
everybody but never brought into deep analysis,” 
explained Daher, who was referring to his feature-
length documentary Just for Kicks, the first film to 
present the history of sneakers by showing how 
rappers first propelled them out of the New York 
City playgrounds in the late 70’s, and how they 
have morphed from a tool of athletic performance 
into Hip Hop’s cornerstone symbol of “cool” until 
they become an object of obsession for collectors. 
Just for Kicks interviewed pop culture icons Russell 
Simmons, Rev. Run, Damon Dash, DMC, Ad 
Rock and many more…

“Using my original background, I prefer 
to market my own films so when this doc was 
finished in 2005, I succeeded to sell it in several 
countries across Europe, Asia, and South Amer-

ica. Afterword, in 2008, I produced another doc 
called The Way of the Boy about break dance across 
the streets. As a director, I took my camera and 
filmed a short documentary about the election 
of President Obama and how it was received in 
Brooklyn”, he says. 

End of this March will see the US premiere 
of Daher’s latest documentaries as a producer: God 
Save My Shoes. Written and directed by Julie Be-
nasra but based on an original idea by Daher, the 
documentary explores why shoes are the most se-
ductive and addictive item in women’s closets and 
how there is an obsession for their possession and 
collection.  The film is also filled with fun facts; 
noting that the average American woman 

Continued on page 8

God Save My Shoes poster.

Thierry Daher.
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Continued from page 7
purchases 7 to 8 shoes a year fueling the $40 bil-
lion shoe industry. In the one-hour documentary, 
Bensara interviews shoe designers, top celebrities, 
like singers Fergie and Kelly Rowland, in addi-
tion to LA burlesque dancer Dita Von Teese. 
The film had its Middle Eastern premiere at the 
Abu Dhabi Film Festival last October and its 
UK premiere at the Glasgow Film Festival last 
February. “It is a sexy film about beautiful women 
in high heels where he also investigates this phe-
nomenon through interviews with psychologists 
and neurologists. Although each one has his own 
theory, it all leads to one thing at the end - sex and 
seduction. When a woman steps into high heels, 

she can’t run, yet her breasts and her butt pop out 
about 25% in each respective direction. Her walk 
becomes sensually and erotically enhanced as she 
balances her gait,” says Daher, who found it dif-
ficult to find a writer / director who could give full 
expression to the physical and visually beautiful 

complexity of it all to make it look right. “After 
approaching many male filmmakers, I realized it 
must be a woman director; because she can for-
mulate the expression of thought from a female 
perspective –revealing the obsessive nature that 

shoes can have on women and how shoes have 
become ensconced as part of the modern cultural 
fetish.” 

The French-American Julie Benasra seemed 
to be the perfect director. She used to work with 
me a few years ago and then ventured into other 
writings and film projects. When I pitched the 
idea to her two years ago, Benasra immediately 
began to research in earnest and to develop the 
concept. I remember we worked together on the 
final treatment after writing thirty drafts,” he says.  

After its course of festival entries and its up-

coming release, Daher thinks that male audiences 
will also be interested to see God Save My Shoes. 
“Men will learn a lot about their wives and their 
girlfriends. They will find they would rather give 
them shoes instead of flowers. Shoes have a spe-
cific place in women’s psyche and flowers cannot 
change the shape of one’s body,” he offers in a seri-
ous tone. 

In relation to his two disciplines, market-
ing and filmmaking, I finally asked Daher about 
how he forsees the future of documentaries in the 
presence of Internet and social media. “I teach a 
correlated course at the New York Film Academy 
about how new media are opening new playfields, 
particularly for filmmakers. For example, during 
the making of God Save My Shoes, there was an 
additional plan to make women from all over the 
world share stories about their shoes across the In-
ternet in order to source out and select some inter-
views for the film, but unfortunately we couldn’t 
do it for logistical reasons. On the other hand, 
when we created a page for the film on Facebook, 
and without saying more that ‘coming soon,’ 200 
women started to add their comments after only 
two weeks time. So this gives you an example of 
how the subject of a film is appealing or viral to 
the public.”
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a film/video 
critic and curator. He is the film editor of Egypt Today 
Magazine, and the artistic director for both the Alex-
andria Film Festival, in Egypt, and the Arab Rotter-
dam Festival, in The Netherlands. He also contributes 
to Variety, in the United States, and Variety Arabia, in 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

The French Clot-Bey in Turkish Costumes.

Dita Von Teese at the God Save My Shoes 
premiere, Paris Theatre, New York City.

Just for Kicks poster.

Entergy Has Demonstrators Arrested
 ENERGY ISSUES

By ABBY LUBY
WHITE PLAINS, NY 
-- Peaceful demonstrators at 
Entergy Nuclear corporate 
headquarters in White Plains 
were arrested today, Thursday, 
March 22, 2012, for criminal 

trespassing. Five members of SAGE (Safe and 
Green Energy), a group from Vermont, came to 
meet with Entergy officials to discuss shutting 
down the company’s Vermont Yankee plant.

The Vermont contingent, which calls them-
selves the Green Mountain Delegation, were 
kept waiting for about 15 minutes in the En-

tergy’s lobby at 440 Hamilton Avenue in White 
Plains while the front security guard attempted 
to call several Entergy executives, all of whom 
were apparently out of the office. When the 
guard was called away, GMD members made 
their way up to Entergy’s 12th floor offices via 
the stairway where they were met by one En-
tergy employee.

“We want to speak Richard Smith,” said 
Continued on page 9

Protesters outside Entergy headquarters in 
White Plains.
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Attend the public hearing on Thursday,  
March 29, 7-10pm, at Greensburgh Town Hall.   
Speak out to put a stop to the demise of WMC!

“ As municipal leaders, we’re 
asking that the repeated harming of 
Westchester Medical Center’s 
world-class reputation come to an end.”

A message from Mayors  
Mike Spano and Ernest D. Davis

CSEA Local 860 
John Staino, President

8789_WMC Ad 9.324x4.937 WG.indd   1 3/21/12   2:45 PM

Continued from page 8
GMD member Erik Gillard, who was joined 
by Madeline Sharrow, Kate Damascus, Barry 
Wyman and Matthew Manning. Richard 
Smith, is the president of Entergy’s Wholesale 
Commodities.

“You are trespassing and you have to leave,” 
said a young woman employee. “If you go down-
stairs now, we will send a proper escort to accom-
pany you back up here.”

Gillard said he wanted assurances the group 
wouldn’t be kept waiting again, but was again 
told to leave. At that point Gillard started to read 
from a list of demands, explaining that the group 
merely wanted to talk to Smith about decom-
missioning the Vermont Yankee plant.

Two building guards appeared and each 
member of the GMD began to read a set of 
demands. The guards tried to convince them to 
leave, but the Vermont group was steadfast in 
holding their ground while continuing to read 
their demands.

Ten minutes later four White Plains police 
arrived and arrested all five, handcuffing them 
and escorting them to a paddy wagon. They were 
taken to the White Plains police station at 77 
South Lexington Avenue.

Attorneys Joel Kupferman and Peter Madi-
son of the National Lawyer’s Guild were on 
hand as legal observers to make sure the police 

were treating the arrestees fairly. 
Nicole Sasaki of Pace College 
was also present.

After the arrest, the White Plains court 
fined Gillard and Manning $250 and dropped 
the charges from a misdemeanor to a violation, 
and stipulated that they must not re-visit Enter-
gy’s 12th floor headquarters for one year. Shar-
row, Damascus and Wyman each posted $250 
bail and have a court date May 2, 2012 where 
they hope to get the case dismissed.

Indian Point Safe Energy Coalition, a group 
seeking to shutter Indian Point, was demon-
strating outside the Hamilton Avenue Entergy 
headquarters. Indian Point, also owned by En-
tergy, applied to renew their operating license in 
2007. The current licenses expire next year, 2013, 
and in 2015.

Among the demands GMD asked for were 
for Entergy to “cease its attack on Vermont’s 
democratic process and honor agreements it 
signed with the state of Vermont (including that 
it decommission immediately 3/22)… begin the 
decommissioning of the Fukushima style Mark 
I BW reactor immediately. pay reparations to all 
communities whose land and lives have been 
made toxic by the uranium fuel chain, pay the 
full costs of all legal proceedings past and pres-
ent involving the state of Vermont and revoke all 
statements claiming nuclear power to be clean, 
carbon-free or renewable.   The Vermont Yankee 
Nuclear Power Plant is in Brattleboro 3½ miles 

from the Massachusetts border and right across 
the Connecticut River from New Hampshire. 
Although the nuclear plant is under the jurisdic-
tion of Vermont, dangerous radioactive leaks and 
other accidents have troubled residents in nearby 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire.

The non-violent action was one many, 
similar actions that were directed at Entergy in 
different locations. Groups appeared at Entergy 
offices in Brattleboro, Vermont while other ac-
tivists attempted to occupy Entergy’s corporate 
offices in New Orleans, Louisiana. Vermont 
Yankee has been plagued with as many problems 
as Indian Point; both plants, which were built to 
last only 40 years are now 40 years old. Both 

plants have had numerous leaks of radioactive 
isotopes into the Hudson River (Indian Point) 
and the Connecticut River (Vermont Yankee) 
and has had to contend with storing thousands 
of gallons of radioactive spent fuel on site. Indian 
Point 1, which has been closed since 1974, has 
been leaking radioactive materials into the soil 
and the river. The Buchanan based plant is also 
running out of space to store spent fuel with 
some 1500 tons of spent fuel stored in canisters 
at the plant on an outdoor tarmac.

Both have applied to the U.S. Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission to continue their operating 
license for another 20 years. But in Vermont, 
state officials voted overwhelmingly for 

Continued on page 10

(L-R)-Matthew Manning, Erik Gillard, Kate 
Damascus, Madeline Sharrow and Barry Wyman 
of SAGE inside Entergy Corporate Headquarters 

in White Plains.

Gillard and Wyman being arrested outside 
Entergy headquarters in White Plains.

Entergy Has Demonstrators Arrested
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By Dr. EVAN LEVINE
“Soon after my husband 
turned forty, he had trouble 
doing the naughty. So he went 
to a doctor for testosterone 
gel. He began to feel stronger 
and just kind of swell, but soon 
thereafter, my daughter began 

to look weird.  And now she’s the one who is 

sporting a beard!”
Some of you know my opinion about tes-

tosterone replacement and my belief that, in the 
long run, it may make you stronger but also in-
crease your risk for strokes, heart attacks, and an 
early exit. If you haven’t read my opinion about 
male hormone replacement, which is based on 
real trial data, then you can read it at: 

http://open.salon.com/blog/dr_evan_
levine/2010/07/10/low_t_the_tv_ads_say_you_

should_take_some_testosterone
What I failed to realize, and I sus-

pect most of us haven’t thought about, is 
the risk, especially young girls have, who 

are exposed to men who take this gel. Even the 
makers of AndroGel, by far the largest supplier 
of this stuff warn about this risk. Below are the 
warnings published by Abbott Labs in their 
package insert (prescription drug information) 
for AndroGel:

Potential for Secondary Exposure to Testos-
terone and Steps to Prevent Secondary Exposure

Secondary exposure to testosterone in 

children and women can occur with the use 
of testosterone gel in men. Cases of secondary 
exposure to testosterone have been reported in 
children with signs and symptoms including 
enlargement of the penis or clitoris, premature 
development of pubic hair, increased erections, 
and aggressive behavior.
· Physicians should advise patients of the 

reported signs and symptoms of secondary 
exposure which may include the following:

· In children; unexpected sexual development 
including inappropriate enlargement of the 

Continued on page 11

Continued from page 9
Vermont Yankee’s shut down, forcing Enter-

gy to sue the state. Entergy basically said the state 
has no voice in the matter and that it is under the 
jurisdiction of the federal government. Wednes-
day, March 21st would have been the last day of 
Vermont Yankee’s license, but the NRC granted 
an extension of their license, overriding the state 
of Vermont. Since Vermont Yankee has to operate 
with a current “Certificate of Public Good” from 
their Public Service Board, state officials have ar-

gued with a federal court judge not to renew the 
certificate. Entergy is fighting the case which is 
expected to be resolved. Vermont Yankee CPG 
certificate expired Wednesday, March 21, 2012.

Vermont has said if Entergy defies the PSB if 
the ruling is against the company, “Entergy could 
face the prospect of a diminished credit rating, 
a loss of crucial employees, and a demerit in the 
PSB’s consideration of (Entergy’s) petition for a 
new CPG.”

Closing both the Vermont Yankee and In-
dian Point in Westchester is problematic for En-
tergy because they lack necessary funds needed 

to decommission and shut down the both plants, 
a process that usually takes 20 years. Entergy is 
short $90 million to close Vermont Yankee that 
is estimated to cost a total of about $560 million. 
If the billion dollar utility company wants to close 
Indian Point 2 and 3, they are currently $500 mil-
lion short of the $1.5 billion price tag.
Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance journal-
ist who writes local news, about environmental issues, 
art, entertainment and food. Her debut novel, “Nu-
clear Romance” was recently published. Visit the book’s 
website, http://nuclearromance.word- press.com/.

IN MEMORIAM

By BOB PUTIGNANO

Red Holloway was a special tenor and alto saxo-
phonist who was one of Los Angeles’ most re-
vered musicians for more than four decades. Red 
passed-away on Saturday February 25th, 2012 in 
San Luis Obispo. He was eighty-four. The cause 
was kidney failure, complicated by several strokes.

James “Red” Holloway had a star-studded 
career -- performing with Dexter Gordon, Lio-
nel Hampton, Jack McDuff, Billie Holiday, Ben 
Webster, Sonny Rollins, and Lester Young. He’s 
best known for his partnership with Sonny Stitt. 
After completing his military service, Red re-
turned to Chicago and played with Yusef Lateef 
and Dexter Gordon, amongst others. In 1948 he 
was asked by blues vocalist Roosevelt Sykes to join 
Sykes’ U.S. Road Tour. During this time bluesmen 
heard him and subsequently hired Red, the short 

list included; Etta James, Willie Dixon, Junior 
Parker, Bobby “Blue” Bland, Lloyd Price, John 
Mayall, and B.B. King.

During the Fifties, Red continued playing in 
the Chicago area with such notables as Billie Hol-
iday, Muddy Waters, Chuck Berry, Ben Webster, 
Jimmy Rushing, Arthur Prysock, Dakota Staton, 
Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson, Wardell Gray, Sonny 
Rollins, Red Rodney, Lester Young, Joe Williams, 
Redd Foxx, Otis Rush, Aretha Franklin, and 
many others. During this same period, he also 
played road tours with Sonny Stitt.

Holloway’s big break came in 1963 when his 
friend Jack McDuff brought him to NYC to play 
on the now-classic Prestige album “Live!” Also 
featuring guitarist George Benson, subsequently 
Red recorded a series of albums in his own name 
for Prestige.

Red moved to Los Angeles in 1967 and be-
gan a fifteen-year stint as musical director for the 
Parisian Room. It was while working at the fabled 

nightclub that Holloway formed a musical part-
nership with the great Sonny Stitt which lasted 
from 1977 until the saxophonist’s death in 1982. 
“He loved to challenge horn players,” Holloway 
says of Stitt. “He’d let ‘em all come up on the stand. 
Then, if they were pretty good, he’d switch keys 
on ‘em.” Holloway continued recording regularly, 
including several albums of his own for Concord 
Jazz, and with such artists as the Ernestine Ander-
son, Ruth Brown, Etta James, Carmen McRae, 
and Joe Williams.

Later day new millennium recordings fol-
lowed on the Milestone label, (both produced by 
Bob Porter) include the 2001 “Keep that groove 
going!” with Plas Johnson, Melvin Sparks, Gene 
Ludwig, and Kenny Washington, and the 2003 
“Coast to Coast” with special guest Frank Wess, 
along with Melvin Sparks, Dr. Lonnie Smith, and 
Paul Humphrey. It should be noted that “Coast 
to Coast” reached #5 on the jazz charts. Thanks 
to Melvin Sparks I had the good fortune to at-
tend those recording sessions which took place at 
the legendary Rudy Van Gelder recording studios 
in New Jersey. Lastly Holloway recorded for the 
Chicago based Delmark Record label.

Last but not least: Here’s some of my favor-
ite Red Holloway (more blues based,) recordings 
both as a sideman and as a leader.

Jack McDuff “Brother Jack McDuff/Live” 
with George Benson Prestige Records, 1963. This 
is the LP that included the hit “Rock Candy” that 
was edited down in length and released as a single 
forty-five.

Red Holloway with the Brother Jack 
McDuff Quartet, “Cookin’ Together” with 
George Besnon, Prestige Records, 1964

Jack McDuff “Hot Barbeque” with George 

Benson Prestige Records, 1965
Jack McDuff “Tobacco Road” Atlantic Re-

cords, 1967
John Mayall “Ten Years are Gone” with 

Sugarcane Harris, Freddy Robinson, Blue Mitch-
ell and others. Polydor LP, 1973, now available on 
CD at Lemon Records-UK.

B.B. King “Together Again: Live” with 
Bobby “Blue” Bland, MCA, 1976.

Etta James two separate CD’s: “Blues In 
the Night, Vol. 1: The Early Show,” and “Late 
Show, Vol. 2.” With Shuggie Otis, Jack McDuff, 
Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson, and others, both discs 
are still available (and are highly recommended) 
on Fantasy Records, 1986.

Horace Silver “It’s Got To Be Funky” with 
Eddie Harris & Branford Marsalis. Columbia-1993

Red Holloway & Plas Johnson, “Keep 
That Groove Going!” produced by Bob Porter, 
with Melvin Sprarks, Gene Ludwig, on Mile-
stone Records, 2001

Red Holloway “Coast to Coast” also pro-
duced by Bob Porter, with Melvin Sparks, Dr. 
Lonnie Smith, Frank Wess, and Paul Humphrey, 
Milestone Records, 2003.

As you can see Red covered a lot of ground. 
The last time I hung out with Holloway was at 
Jazz at Lincoln Center, this was about five-six 
years ago, it was a shared date with Monty Al-
exander, and Red was very much on his game 
exerting high energy. The actor Joe Pesci came 
backstage in between sets, and showed his admi-
ration for Red, and told some good jokes, it was 
a fun moment that I’ll never forget. Yet it was a 
lot more fun hearing Red roar on the bandstand! 
Rest in peace Red, Amen!
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

Red Holloway
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Continued from page 10
penis or clitoris, premature development of pu-

bic hair, increased erections, and aggressive 
behavior

· In women; changes in hair distribution, increase 
in acne, or other signs of testosterone effects

· The possibility of secondary exposure to testos-
terone gel should be brought to the atten-
tion of a healthcare provider

· Testosterone gel should be promptly 
discontinued until the cause of virilization 
is identified

Strict adherence to the following precautions is 
advised to minimize the potential for sec-
ondary exposure to testosterone from tes-
tosterone gel in men [see FDA-Approved 
Medication Guide]:

· Children and women should avoid contact 
with unwashed or unclothed application 
site(s) of men using testosterone gel

· To minimize the potential for transfer to others, 
patients using AndroGel should apply the 
product as directed and strictly adhere to the 
following:

· Wash hands with soap and water after applica-
tion

· Cover the application site(s) with clothing after 
the gel has dried

· Wash the application site(s) thoroughly with 
soap and water prior to any situation where 
skin-to-skin contact of the application site 
with another person is anticipated

· In the event that unwashed or unclothed skin 
to which testosterone gel has been applied 
comes in contact with the skin of another 
person, the general area of contact on the 
other person should be washed with soap 
and water as soon as possible.

“To MINIMIZE the potential transfer to 
others, patients using AndroGel should wash 
hands in soap and water after applications.” I 
don’t know about others reading this but this 
statement truly frightens me. I’m not sure if the 
ladies reading this are cognizant of this but in 
my fifty years of observation , I have watched 
too many men leave bathrooms without stop-
ping at the sink, and I can only assume they are 
not much better at home when they schmeer the 
AndroGel on their body.

So imagine if someone’s dad, or the man 
handing out food at the kid’s cafeteria, or the 
piano teacher, or the man schmeering your kid’s 
bagel with cream cheese (double schmeerer), or 
any man who is in contact with your kids who 
takes this stuff everyday and is not assiduous in 
his hygiene skills , likely too many, then touches 
your kids, they could give them a huge boost of 
testosterone!

My guess is that if we called in 100 patients 
who admittedly use AndroGel, and test their 
hands for testosterone that we would find too 
many with it all over their hands ready to wipe 
it on anyone they come into contact with. I dis-
cussed the possibility of doing this simple study 
with some in the media but guess they were too 
interested in the life of the Kardashians. 

I decided to throw out the AndroGel for 
our protection when I noticed our seven-year-
old had an erection!
Evan S. Levine, MD FACC is the author of “What 
Your Doctor Won’t (or Can’t) Tell You” and a practic-
ing cardiologist in Westchester and The Bronx. He is 
a Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine at Mon-
tefiore Medical Center. Dr. Levine can be reached at 
914-237-1332 or direct mailto:VaNLeV@aol.com.

My Husband Gave My Daughter a Beard

Another Place
By NAJAH MUHAMMAD
If I could fly I would stretch my wings so vast
Extending as far as the west and west go
To feel the wind hugging my face as my wings push in and out is to feel infinite possibility
What a marvel; the tender touch of golden warmth
My wings would move rhythmically to the tide of the ocean
My spirit singing along with its comforting lullaby
Soaring forward I would see no obstacle in my distance
No trouble in reach
I would only fly forward
My homes would keep pace to sun and moon’s rotation
One night atop a mountain
Another upon a tree; a weeping willow swaying gracefully
And as far as my eyes could see
An unraveling memoir of glee
Many bounties and spoils to find
When I let imagination take over and become a slave to freedom of the mind
Najah Muhammad is a 17-year-old senior in high school. She plans to attend college next year majoring 
in communications. 

 NAJAH’S CORNER
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Movie Review:  
“The Kid with a Bike” (+)

This is a wonderful, small, poignant, and 
beautifully-acted film. 

When the movie opens, an 11-year-old boy, 
Cyril (Thomas Doret), is running away from a 
children’s home where his father, Guy (Jeremie 
Renier) has left him. Guy, a restaurant chef, 
wants to start a new life and totally rid himself 
of any responsibility, including caring for his son. 

Cyril is unwilling to accept the break with 

his father and, understandably, he becomes very 
difficult for the home attendants to handle. 
When told that his father has vacated their 
apartment, he goes to see for himself and finds 
the apartment empty and his bike gone as well. 
Chased by counselors who have followed him 
to the apartment, he runs into a medical center 
where he meets Samantha (Cecile de France) 
whom he holds on to for dear life. The two bond 
and she becomes a sort of foster parent to him 
on weekends.

Cyril later meets his father at the restaurant 
where he works, and the rejection is truly pain-

ful to behold. The 
young boy, who continues to be uncontrollable, 
gets involved with a criminal gang resulting in 
his committing a crime of violence.

I truly enjoyed this move, which is not over-
dramatic, and believe that you will as well. The 
Belgian directors Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne 
apparently have a history of engaging in films 
that are filled with Christian values. You can 
read all about that in Manohla Dargis’s New 
York Times review of March 15. (In French, with 
English subtitles.)

 MOVIE REVIEW

Ed Koch Movie Reviews
BY EDWARD I. KOCH

Movie Review:  
“Footnote” (-)

The story of this Israeli film centers on 
Eliezer Shkolnik (Shlomo Bar Aba) and his 
son, Uriel (Lior Ashkenazi), both of whom are 
Talmudic scholars. Eliezer is erroneously an-
nounced as the winner of the Israel Prize, the 
country’s highest honor for academics. Uriel 
learns that he, not his father Eliezer, is the ac-
tual recipient of the award from a member of 
the nominating committee, Professor Grossman 
(Micah Lewensohn), who never liked Uriel’s fa-

ther. The issue becomes how and whether or not 
the error can be rectified. 

I love small films from Israel, Ireland, Spain, 
England and elsewhere, if they are good. I found 
the plot of “Footnote” to be tedious, and although 
an effort is made at levity, the movie for me was a 
total bore. It reminded me of the nursery rhyme 
about the little girl with a curl in the middle of 
her forehead who when she was good was very, 
very good, but when she was bad she was horrid.

When Israel was founded, its supporters 
would say they looked forward to a nation that 
included people of all professions, just like every 

other country. We now know that in addition to 
making good films, its directors can produce bad 
movies as well, just like any other nation. (In He-
brew, with English subtitles.)

Visit the Mayor at the Movies to learn 
more: http://www.mayorkoch.com/.

The Honorable Edward Irving Koch served 
as a member of member of Congress from New 
York State from 1969 through 1977, and New 
York City as its 105th Mayor from 1978 to 1989.

Who can forget the buzz around Roy Bu-
chanan when he came to national and in-
ternational prominence? I remember seeing 
Buchanan on his first trip to NYC at Carne-
gie Hall, and his first Polydor LP hadn’t been 
released, yet because of the PBS special- the 
concert sold out. After some research I no-
ticed that Buchanan DVD’s are previously 
singular. The only other commercially avail-
able DVD is his “Live from Austin, TX.” But 
this is not the only reason to own this DVD, 
as the concert footage is sharp, the audio is 
crisp, Buchanan is on his game, and Roy’s in 
a particular smiling mood, though he doesn’t 
speak to the audience often.

“Roy Buchanan Live at Rockpalast” was 
recorded in Hamburg, Germany, on February 
24th, 1985. The crowd is enthusiastic through-
out, even though (not counting Buchanan) 
the band leaves a bit to be desired mainly 
because there’s virtually no one in the band 
to prod Buchanan on, but Buchanan needs 
no such nudging. Nonetheless Buchanan 
is highly charged and extremely creative 
throughout. It’s no wonder that of the thir-
teen tunes included, that there are only four 
vocals, and one is by John Steele who also 
plays second guitar, (un-credited) harp, and 
piano.

The instrumental “Thing In G (Short 

Fuse)” offers a glimpse of the high speed 
antics that would follow. Not sure if Booker 
T. & MG’s would approve of Buchanan’s 
cover of “Green Onions” but this version 
goes into another zone, making it one of 
the most unique covers of this classic piece. 
Buchanan’s “Roy’s Blues (Roy’s Bluz)” starts 
slowly, Buchanan talk-sings through parts, 
but it eventually evolves into a stone cold 
hard rocker that clocks in at over ten minutes. 
“Walk Don’t Run” is short and sweet at 2:23. 
Buchanan’s stroll on “Sweet Dreams” is drop-
dead gorgeous. Roy leaves the zone on “Peter 
Gun” which is wild and just sizzles. Buchanan 

Continued on page 13

THE SOUNDS 
OFBLUE
By BOB PUTIGNANO
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Roy Buchanan  
“Live at Rockpalast”  
www.mig-music.de – MVD Entertainment Rating: 7

“One of only two Buchanan videos available and it’s a good one.”

http://www.mayorkoch.com/
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By ANDREW J. SANDOR
For the past 100 years, Fire Station Number 
Three at 756 North Avenue has served the City 
of New Rochelle 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
365 days a year. As it did in 1912, Station Three 
houses a pumper truck and a ladder truck. Since 
1987 the Station has also housed an ambulance 
and crew.

Preceding Station 3 was the Olympia En-
gine Company, organized in the early 1900’s. As 
fate would have it, during the winter of 1909, a 
nighttime fire destroyed the fire station while it 
was unattended. Though a sad event, plans for a 
new firehouse were soon moving forward under 
the direction of New Rochelle's first paid fire 
chief, James Ross. This proposal appeared in the 
March 18, 1910 edition of the New Rochelle 
Standard: “The fire commissioners have agreed 
upon the design of the new fire house on North 
Avenue. It will be a double house, measuring 40 
x 80 feet, as the second floor will consist of two 
company rooms, a dormitory for ten beds, and a 
locker room.” This basic framework remains in 
place today.

Actually, Chief Ross had noted that New 
Rochelle's population was greatly expanding. 
In an effort to increase fire protection, he asked 
City Council to build not one but three new fire 
stations at key points throughout New Rochelle. 
Along with firehouses on Drake Avenue and 
Webster Avenue, the third was to be built near 
Thomas Paine Lake, south of Eastchester Road, 
west of North Avenue (our Station 3). All three 
houses are currently in service.

Work at Station 3 was completed by 1912, 

allowing the firemen to occupy the new fire sta-
tion and provide full-time, paid fire protection to 
the north end of New Rochelle. Like the fire-
house on Drake Avenue, Station 3's architecture 
was based on the Italian Revival style, popular 
during the early 20th century.

Station 3 remained largely unchanged until 
late 1985. During a routine building inspection, 
the main floor was found to be in unstable con-
dition due to deterioration of the concrete struc-
tural slab. Temporary repairs were made, but it 
became apparent that the entire floor would 
need replacing.Rehabilitation plans were drawn 
up by Gustav Getter Associates. Work began in 
late 1986 after a City Council Resolution appro-
priated $1.2 million.

In the end, a new basement slab and foot-
ings for the street-level apparatus floor were 
added. The basement included a finished area 
for an ambulance crew. A special system to carry 
truck exhaust up and out of the building was 
placed. Perhaps most importantly new heating, 
ventilation and electrical systems were installed, 
resulting in greater energy efficiency.

In addition to replacement of the original 
kitchen and gutting of the second-floor living 
quarters, the front doors were widened to ac-
commodate a pumper, ladder truck, utility ve-
hicle and an ambulance. However, the exterior 
arch in the door frame was maintained, in keep-
ing with the original style and beautiful brick-
work of the building.

New Rochelle's bravest, as men of the fire 
service are known, have always been a colorful 

group of characters. However, one of the most 
colorful characters to have spent time under our 
roof was not a firefighter but a rather free spirit 
named Clarence 'Slouch' Gallagher. 

Continued on page 17
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Continued from page 12
attempts singing on “Hey Joe” that segues into 
“Foxy Lady” where the playing is incredible, his 
guitar roars into the stratosphere, but there’s no 
doubt as to why Roy didn’t sing often, as his 
over the top singing (especially on “Foxy Lady,” 
are (kindly) weird. Roy doesn’t even sing on his 
“Messiah (Messiah Will Come Again,” which 
(as usual) is performed slowly, but there’s no lack 

of intensity and passion, and this selection closes 
the set. But there’s more as they encore with 
“Night Train” (oddly credited to Buchanan,) 
and it’s driven at warp speed astral flash traveling 
tempos. The second encore song “Linda Lou” is 
sung by Steele who’s an awful singer. The band 
exits again and returns with their second round 
encore with Buchanan’s instrumental “Wayfar-
ing Pilgrim” where there’s a fine piano segment 

by Steele, and closes this performance soft and 
sweetly.

Just three years after this performance Roy 
chose to leave the planet, which is hard to believe 
as he looked extremely happy here. In between 
one of the earlier songs segmenys someone must 
have yelled what sounded like “you’re number 
one” Roy calmly replies “There’s no such thing as 
number one.” It’s an interesting reply from Bu-
chanan, and might explain what demons were 
going through his mind. In summary, this DVD 

is well worth your time and dollars to seek-out, 
as Roy’s healthy and in top form. For Buchanan 
fans this will obviously be a necessity, non-Roy 
fans will also dig Buchanan’s beautiful, stunning, 
delicious as well as his wild-rocking guitar play-
ing. Enjoy.
Note: This DVD is also available as a CD.
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

COMMUNITY

Congratulations Station Three - You’re 100 Years Old!

Roy Buchanan “Live at Rockpalast”



Vanity
By PHILIP CATSHILL
1. 
“You’re looking good But then you would With the 
care you’ve taken Over eyebrows to darken And lip 
gloss to apply”

“I won’t be a moment My lips are too vi-
brant I’ll try another Damn and bother I’ve powder 
in my eye.”

“Oh this is great You’re making us late Just try 
to remember We’re due in December Not April or 
July”

“If it takes me all night I have to look right So 
help me to dress Your boss to impress Never mind 
that sigh.”

“At this sales chance Now I am freelance It’s 
my presentation Not your adoration Brings them 
in to buy.”

“Stop flustering me Now there’s a spot I 
see, Pass me the stringent. Be a bit more pa-
tient You’re always in a hurry.”

“That alcohol mix For your face to fix Does 
nothing for your temper Try this instead, its dis-
temper. I’m leaving now goodbye.”
2.
“Quickly, quickly take your seat Potential custom-
ers you must greet; You know this talk began at 
eight Whatever could have made you late? Meet 
traffic on the way?”

“I’m sorry I am on my own. I had no trou-
ble crossing town. Right now I could do with a 
friend, My marriage came to a crashing end. I 
promise you, I did try”

“It’s bad news to hear this, There’s opportunity 
not to miss. Can you make your sales pitch? This 
product is too good to ditch, And I don’t want to 
pry.”

“Ladies, you’ll love this new fragrance Turn 
every head, bring romance I know I’m not looking 
grand I hope you will understand If I breakdown 
and cry.

Some of you have already guessed It’s not 
easy when one is obsessed, And sits all day at the 
dressing stand Especially when it’s your own hus-
band And his precious vanity!”

Vanity
By PAUL ANTHONY
 ~ A Story About an Intelligence Agent ~
Back in London, she walked from her office, found 
a public telephone box, swung open the door and 
entered. There was a soft hum of traffic on the Em-
bankment murmuring in the distance. 

The agent removed a diary from her handbag 
and leafed through the pages until she found the 
fictitious name of Vanity. The telephone number of 
Vanity was written in reverse, the last number to be 
dialed was the first number written down and each 
number had been increased by one digit. Anyone 

ringing the numbers in the diary would not have 
reached Vanity. It was her code. Only she could 
reach Vanity and give instructions. Only she could 
activate Vanity in the manner proscribed by her fa-
ther. Only she could alert Vanity of the need to be 
ready and to move quickly, destination unknown, 
for the time being. She looked at the last number in 
the diary, subtracted the number by one digit, and 
dialed the number. When she had subtracted each 
successive number by one digit, and dialed each 
number, the telephone rang out. The agent folded 
her diary and set it to one side. The telephone was 
answered. 

She asked, ‘Is that the Vanity organization?’ 
There was a long silence before a voice an-

swered, ‘Only for a weary traveller who might jour-
ney far…’ 

The agent said, ‘The boat ride to Odessa is long 
and arduous and I need a little vanity…’ 

‘Do you need a mirror in which to see your-
self?’ 

The agent recognized the reply and said, ‘I 
have a job for Vanity from Moscow central…’ 

Pedrosky always said there were many ways to 
win and the best way to win was to prepare. She 
prepared like Pedrosky in years gone by. It had tak-
en her so long to know why he had told her such 
things. It was as if he had known that one day she 
would need a little vanity. 

She remembered the instructions from Pedro-
sky. It was a fountain pen that had reminded her of 
those days, and his story of Vanity… And Moscow 
central… 

She had remembered. She was learning. And 
she had activated Vanity, an assassin who move 
swiftly into action once the target had been selected. 

The agent turned and walked away from the 
phone box. 

Across the road, the driver of a black taxi spoke 
into a hidden microphone and said, ‘She is out of 
the ‘phone box and walking back towards the of-
fice… Stand By….’ 

A man sat in the rear of the taxi listening to a 
telephone call. Nodding, he closed down his mobile 
phone and leaned forward towards the driver. 

‘Eric,’ he said. ‘That was the boss, the lady we 
are following has just made contact with the op-
position. She ‘s a double agent and her time is run-
ning out.’ 

Eric pursed his lips and shrugged. Sad day, 
when vanity got the better of you and you sold your 
country down the river for a bigger share of the pot. 

The agent strolled along the embankment to-
wards her office unaware of a black taxi shadowing 
behind and a dozen men and women following her 
every movement.

Vanity
By STEPHEN WOODFIN
Double Standard? 
Bob Williams plopped down on his beach chair, 

his Kindle in his hand, as he watched his grand-
children cavort in the emerald waters of the Florida 
Panhandle. A few yards to his east, another man 
about Bob’s age sat under a beach umbrella reading 
a paperback. 

Curiosity got the better of Bob. 
“The name’s Bob Williams. What are you 

reading?” he called out to the other man over the 
sound of the crashing surf. 

The man looked at him, a little miffed. Rather 
than speak, he displayed the front cover of John 
Grisham’s The Litigators. 

Out of a sense of courtesy to his fellow beach 
bum, the paperback reader said. “I’m Mr. Ellison, 
owner of Unit 402.” He waved at the four-story 
gulf-front condominium complex behind them. 
“How about you?

What are you reading?” 
Bob held his Kindle high enough for his 

neighbor to see it. 
“I’ve seen a Kindle before, but I wanted to 

know what you were reading,” the man said. He 
had an edge to his voice. 

Bob ignored Ellison’s attitude. 
“Right now, I am reading Rebels on the 

Mountain. It’s historical fiction about the Cuban 
Revolution from a new independent author named 
Jack Durish,” he said. 

“Never heard of it,” the man said. 
Bob developed his own attitude. 
“You will,” he said. 
Ellison rolled out of his chair like a walrus 

and trudged through the sand until he came next 
to Bob. He grabbed the Kindle out of Bob’s hand. 

Williams didn’t speak as he watched Mr. El-
lison play with the device, push a few buttons, read 
a page. 

Ellison handed the Kindle back to Bob. 
“This guy’s writing is good, but if he was a real 

author like Grisham, I’d see his paperback in the 
racks at the bookstore,” Ellison said. 

“Bookstores like Borders, for instance?” Bob 
asked. 

“Not any more. They went out of business,” 
Ellison said. 

Bob nodded. 
“Do you buy your music at record stores?” Bob 

asked. 
Ellison said, “I used to, but now I download it 

from iTunes.” Bob nodded. 
“I heard that Grisham had hell trying to sell 

his first book, A Time to Kill. He had a bunch of 
copies printed and hawked them out of the trunk 
of his car until he caught a break,” Williams said. 

“I heard that, too,” Ellison said. 
“Independent writers are doing the same 

thing now,” Bob said. “Only they don’t sell them 
out of their car trunks. They use this instead.” He 
thumped the Kindle. 

Ellison looked at the thin eReader, glanced at 
his paperback. 

“Name a book you would like to read,” Wil-
liams said. 

“My wife says I should read Freedom by Jona-
than Franzen,” Ellison said. Williams went to the 
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Kindle store on his device. He pulled up the title. 
“If you had a Kindle, you could start reading 

it right now. It would cost you nine dollars and 
ninety-nine cents,” he said. 

“Sounds cheap.” 
“Durish’s book costs less than four dollars.” 
“It must not be any good if it’s that cheap,” El-

lison said. 
“I thought you told me the writing was good,” 

Bob said on cross-examination. 
Ellison defended himself. “Like I said, if this 

guy was any good, he wouldn’t be an independent.” 
“I thought America was all about a guy who 

could make his dreams come true,” Bob said. 
“Damn straight. Didn’t nobody give me noth-

ing,” Ellison bristled.
“I earned people’s respect with hard work and 

a good product.” 
“Sounds like the profile of today’s independent 

author,” Bob said. 
He pushed himself out of his chair, gathered 

his stuff, extended his hand to Ellison. 
“It was a pleasure to visit with you, Mr. Elli-

son.” Ellison shook his hand.
“Which unit is yours?” he asked. 
“We’re renting 101,” Bob said as he turned to 

leave. He walked a few steps and looked back over 
his shoulder at Ellison.

“It’s a whole lot cheaper than buying a fourth 
floor unit, and we can still see the ocean just fine.” 

Ellison watched Bob walk along the board-
walk until he was out of sight, took his iPhone out 
of his pocket and purchased a Kindle for seventy-
nine dollars.

Vanity
by DENNIS SHEEHAN
Dorothy was born beautiful. Now at age seventeen 
she had blossomed to a beautiful young woman, 
not the kind of pleasant beauty one might refer 
to as pretty, she was drop dead gorgeous. She had 
learned early on that her looks alone gave her privi-
lege. Dorothy loved the attention and special treat-
ment she received.

At the tender age of seventeen she realized 
that her beauty made her special; men opened 
doors for her, men carried groceries for her, men 
constantly asked her out. She didn’t date because 
the men who did ask her out were average and she 
would not settle for that.

Dorothy spent her time reading magazines 
and learning how to use style to accentuate her 
God given gift. She signed herself up for yoga and 
any class that would teach her grace or add any-
thing to her now stylish beauty. Her life was fantas-
tic but there was only one sore spot she could never 
seem to rid herself of, Bobby Fleck.

Bobby was her next door neighbor. He was 
not bad looking but he was more average than 
stunning. They had lived next door to one another 
all their lives. Dorothy was only two weeks younger 
than Bobby and their parents were close friends. 
Since they were born, they were together.

Bobby walked her to school every day and he 

considered her his best friend. Naturally, as time 
went on and hormones started to make more of 
a difference Bobby wanted to be more than just 
friends. He had asked her out many times but she 
would come up with an excuse not to go. Dorothy 
knew Bobby cared for her a great deal but he just 
wasn’t as good looking as a man that would compli-
ment her beauty.

Time went on and Dorothy was going out 
of State to attend college and as you would guess, 
Bobby convinced his parents to send him to the 
same school. He was very disappointed when she 
had not only rebuked him, she totally ignored him. 
Dorothy spent her college experience in the gym, 
the salon and the library - in that order. They would 
travel back and forth together for the holidays and 
he would listen to her comments on how various 
students had no style or how so and so could even 
go out with that guy, ‘He’s fat.’ He would listen to 
her comments on their classmate’s looks and style 
as intently as if she were reciting Proust. After all, 
she was his best friend and he loved her.

When they graduated, Bobby got a good job 
as a marketing executive in a large firm far enough 
from their home to move into his own apartment. 
Dorothy took a job in an expensive boutique, it did 
not pay much but she received discounts and had 
first look at all the new styles.

Bobby repeatedly asked her out but was al-
ways refused. The year after graduation flew by and 
Bobby had achieved quite a bit of success at work 
but always seemed unhappy. He knew why and 
couldn’t figure it out, in all the time he had known 
Dorothy, she hadn’t gone out with anyone. One 
day he ran into her at a suburban mall not far from 
his apartment. He glowed at seeing her and she 
seemed equally happy to see him. They had spent 
an hour in the food court over coffee bringing each 
other up to speed on their lives. Dorothy had told 
him she had moved into a luxury apartment, her 
boss had given her a substantial raise and an allow-
ance for all of her clothing. Bobby was surprised to 
hear this; he had looked at those apartments but 
could not afford them even though he was now 
earning over $200,000 per year. He walked her to 
her car and was about to ask her out when he saw 
it, an Aston Martin. Dorothy was living in a million 
dollar apartment and driving an Aston Martin as 
a sales clerk. Bobby immediately assumed she was 
having an affair with her boss.

Shortly after that meeting he met Ann. She 
was bright, pretty and good natured. They started 
dating and it wasn’t long before Bobby proposed. 
Dorothy and her parents were invited to the wed-
ding and Bobby felt guilty when he saw her there. 
Dorothy was the most beautiful woman at the 
wedding and actually outshined the bride. He felt 
guilty over the feeling he had when he had first 
seen her next to Ann.

When their first child was born they had a 
Christening party and Dorothy was invited. As 
usual she showed up alone and for the first time in 
his life Bobby felt sorry for her. She was still beauti-
ful but he remembered what she had said to Ann 
when she looked at the baby, “darling, how could 

you do this to yourself, you will never get back to 
looking like you did before.”

Fifteen years and three more children later 
Bobby ran into Dorothy at the same mall he had 
met her in the years past. She was still beautiful but 
did not seem as attractive; he could tell that she 
was now really working at it. They were happy to 
see each other but as they sat for a cup of coffee 
Bobby saw in her eyes she was lonely and unhappy. 
Dorothy was Dorothy he thought, she did not 
want to hear about his kids or Ann, she just made 
comments about the people passing by. How they 
have no style or how could she be with him, he’s 
ugly. Bobby tired of the comments. He asked how 
she was doing, “I’m fine, I lost my job, that bastard 
hired a much younger woman. I had to move, I’m 
living in my parent’s house, since mom died, and 
dad needed company. I have opened a small shop. 
It keeps me busy.” After the coffee Bobby couldn’t 
wait to get away from her, he couldn’t believe he 
once loved her.

It was another twenty years until he saw her 
again, this time it was not a chance encounter, she 
called and asked to meet him.

When he saw her he couldn’t believe it, she 
looked like she was thirty. “Dorothy, you look 
great!” She smiled, “I know. When dad died he 
left me some money and I sold the house. I went 
to Europe and had some work done; it was a lot 
of money but worth every penny.” Bobby smiled 
and thought, she’ll never change. He almost got 
sick at her next remarks. “Bobby I asked you here 
for a reason. I have been thinking, you are the only 
man I have ever cared for. I have never gone out 
with anyone. There has just been no one who was 
good enough for me, but I’m lonely. I know you 
love me and I have always cared for you. I saw Ann; 
she looks old, Bobby how could you live with her 
like that?” Bobby jumped up, “Are you nuts? Ann 
is beautiful and I love her more than life. Dorothy, 
I have never met anyone as shallow as you and I 
feel sorry for you. Do you realize what you are say-
ing? I have had a great life with Ann and the kids, 
a life you would never understand. Dorothy, I never 
thought I would say this but you are the ugliest per-
son I have ever met. Your vanity has prevented you 
from enjoying life and me.” Bobby got up from the 
table and walked away.

Dorothy sat there alone and thought, that poor 
man he has become so deranged he actually thinks 
I’m ugly. She pulled a small mirror out of her bag 
and admired herself. Thank God he has gone back 
to that woman, the man had become delusional.
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portraitist 

Kenneth Hari. Influenced by Shakespeare, Lord Byron, Blake, Rilke, she is 

working on a collection of poems that reflect upon nature and spirituality. 

Magdalena resides in NYC. 

 
 

 

 
 Stephen Woodfin is an attorney/author who has written five legal 

thrillers.  He blogs on Venture Galleries 

(http://venturegalleries.com/author/stephenwoodfin ) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 At 30, I had a massive stroke. 18 months later, I returned to work as a 

policeman. My career ended after a 2nd stroke so I took up painting. Now, 

after a 3rd stroke, I write! 

The Wr  ters Collection
http://www.TheWritersCollection.com
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Dennis Sheehan resides in Westchester with his wife, four children and four 

grandchildren. He has traveled extensively and has worked in China, Russia and 

South America and Africa. His first novel Purchased Power has been a huge 

success and his second thriller; Green to Red will be out soon. He is a regular 

guest on Westchester on the Level with Hezi Aris. 

 
 

 

 Nancy B. Brewer is an award winning 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her soft 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style and passion for weaving 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accurate 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"Carolina Rain" and "Beyond Sandy Ridge" 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At 30, I had a massive stroke. 18 months later, I returned to work as a 

policeman. My career ended after a 2nd stroke so I took up painting. Now, 

after a 3rd stroke, I write! 

Stephen Woodfin is an 
attorney/author who has 
written five legal thrillers. 
He blogs on Venture 
Galleries (http://venturegalleries.
com/author/stephenwoodfin )

At 30, I had a massive stroke. 
18 months later, I returned 
to work as a policeman. 
My career ended after 
a 2nd stroke so I took up 
painting. Now, after a 3rd stroke, I 
write!

Jack Durish was born in 
Baltimore, Maryland, in 
1943. He is a soldier and a 
sailor, a decorated veteran 
of Vietnam, a husband, 
father, and grandfather. Jack is the 
author of Rebels on the Mountain, available 
at all eBook retailers, and a blogger at 
JackDurish.com, TheWritersCollection.com, 
and VentureGalleries.com.

Caleb Pirtle III is the author 
of more than 55 published 
books, the screenwriter for 
three made for TV movies, 
and a former travel editor 
of Southern Living Magazine

A mother of three who 
works fifty miles from home 
and writes in her ”spare 
time” Krystal’s debut 
novel “Wilde’s Fire” has 
been accepted for publication 
and should be available in 2012

Stephen Woodfin

Philip Catshill

Jack Durish

Caleb Pirtle, III

Krystal Wade
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BOOKS

By ALLAN LUKS
In just the week since the 
first Senior Women’s March 
began, dozens of marches 
are happening daily in dif-
ferent parts of this city. Joel’s 
newspaper’s editor calls Joel 
this morning to say he wants 
a front-page story for the next 

day’s edition.
The editor wants Joel to discuss if the marches 
actually will achieve their goal of having com-
plete strangers get together to discuss public 
problems, show they can find solutions to agree 
on, and then publicize this cooperation in order 
to pressure the many elected officials who now 
refuse to compromise with each other and are 
polarizing society.

“You know the organizers, and I don’t want 
complaints that my eager, young reporter took 
sides. So use a lot of their words.”

Will The Senior Women’s March Change 
Us?

The first Senior Women’s March began a 
week ago in a neighborhood in this city with 
the goal of becoming a model effort to break 
the political polarization blocking social change 
at different government levels in many parts of 
the country.

The organizers are trying to create two forc-
es: The senior women—whom the public calls 

“the grandmothers,” though not all are—march 
in the streets, in their words, to create a “feeling 
of caring” that people relate to grandmothers. As 
they march, the women have posters calling es-
pecially on younger generations, who now have 
or remember their grandmothers, to set up Talk 
Centers where they can meet and discuss public 
concerns. If they, as strangers with political and 
other differences, can agree on the need for cer-
tain solutions, then there will be public embar-
rassment for politicians who continue to say they 
are unable to find any initiatives to cooperate on 
with their colleagues.

This reporter, during an all-day visit yes-
terday to the original neighborhood where the 
marches started, found six centers have formed 
in the district in only a week and about 200 se-
nior women were marching.

Six diners and small restaurants, motivated 
obviously to attract customers, have put notices 
in their windows that they have set aside space 
for a Talk Center, most often reserving a table for 
ten, and list the discussion for that day—schools, 
jobs, crime, housing or health.

“I saw the grandmothers marching,” said 
Judy, a recently unemployed secretary. “I know 
they’re not all grandmothers, but most were up 
there age-wise. Looking at them walk slowly in 
the streets, along the curb, I felt I was watching 
my grandmother straining to help my future. 
How could I not try a Talk Center?

“It was lunch-time and I was knocking on 

the doors of companies in the area to see if they 
needed at least part-time help. I saw the diner’s 
window sign about a job discussion. What hap-
pened inside was one person took charge and 
when he or she left someone else stepped into 
their place. If we reached a consensus while we 
were there, we were encouraged to write it down 
and send it to the media and politicians. “

Judy said they talked about the unemployed 
being given a voucher so on their own they could 
search for any job they wanted. If successful, the 
company would then take the voucher and get 
reimbursed for a salary equal to unemployment 
insurance. If you can’t get a job you still received 
your unemployment. The idea was to motivate 
people doing job searches and get good people 
noticed.

“We all supported this idea. There were 
both people with no jobs and people who had 
really good jobs. Our politics also were all over 
the place. Hopefully this idea can get the non-
cooperating politicians at least cooperating on 
this small jobs issue—or push the public to be 
more proactive and go after legislators who won’t 
compromise.”

“I sat in for more than an hour, since I’m 
usually at this diner for early breakfast,” said Ed-
ward, a 38-year-old lawyer. “We did schools—I 
have an 11 year old—and we said we wouldn’t 
try to be experts but just come up with an idea 
that felt natural to all of us We agreed that all 
kids should feel they have the potential to suc-
ceed in school and all families should have a 
mother or father who knows how to help their 
kids do well in the classroom. We decided that a 
program to build this confidence is a foundation 

that every student or parent may need at some 
time, and a program to fund this support should 
be backed by all politicians. Any politicians who 
won’t cooperate on this one—then I hope the 
media and voters really react.”

Asked how long he believed this school 
discussion group would continue to meet and 
he’d participate, Edward said, “Our group had 
two day laborers who come there regularly for 
their coffee and there were two other lawyers 
from buildings nearby. If the grandmothers keep 
marching past my building, how can I not try to 
be there for most breakfast discussions?”

This reporter located Joan, one of the march 
organizers, who was in a park where late-arriv-
ing women were given posters. She was part of 
a group that organized the first march to support 
a candidate in next Tuesday’s election for City 
Council. They wanted to show voters that their 
candidate, also a senior, is very sensitive to people 
coming together.

Asked if she and her group would still orga-
nize marchers if their candidate lost next week, 
Joan said, “In a campaign you only think about 
your candidate winning. I also wear a campaign 
hat when think of senior women as the natural 
protesters that society has been waiting for. It is a 
lot to think about—and know what to do.”
Allan Luks is anationally recognized social works 
leader and advocate for volunteerism. He is currently 
a visiting professor at Fordham university, where he 
teaches several courses in nonprofit leadership.Learn 
more at http://allanluks.com. Direct email to al-
lan@allanluks.com.

 

The Retired (Try To) Strike Back
Chapter 44 – A New Kind of Protest

By BOB MARRONE
This is a chapter that could only 
be written long after one has 
overcome the trials and compro-
mised existence that is depres-
sion. Like many things of long 
standing value, getting over the 
illness requires hard work over 
a protracted period of time. It is 

important, also, to have a perspective on what 
exactly hard work means in this context. Unfor-
tunately, it does not mean that there is a book to 
be read late into the night during which you can 
master the secrets of emotional life. Nor is there 
a fitness center, or rehab facility, where you can 
build up your character through sweaty repeti-
tion or the exercise of proper form. While it is 
true that your time in talk therapy provides a fo-
cal point and an objective way of sorting through 
your feelings, good emotional health is achieved 
as much, probably more, during the intervals be-
tween visits.

Doctor Casarino would often say that the 
opportunities to understand what our feelings 
mean would present themselves as we lived our 
day-to-day lives. The times between sessions also 
served to teach patience and, perhaps its most 
important lesson, learning to live with doubt. At 
first, my priority would be my symptoms and 
obsessions. John was patient and careful to ad-
dress the symptoms of mood and sensation. He 
knew they were harsh and needed acknowledg-
ment as well as possible drug intervention. As 
for the obsessions, he pushed back saying that I 
could continue to waste my time, or talk about 
real issues. In time, the order would change to 
where life’s events trumped my concerns about 
symptoms and obsessions.

Hard work, for me, involved two dimen-
sions. First, as I have noted earlier, it meant ac-
cepting that my life had changed and was to 
remain that way for an indeterminate length 
of time. Second, I would have to find a way to 
adapt and do all the things that healthy people 
do without disclosing what was really wrong 

with me.
The word that has defined my experience 

living with depression, as well as any success I 
have had in life since, is grinding. The most suc-
cessful people I know are… if you will… agents. 
They are active ingredients, component parts, or 
producers. They are individuals who grind it out 
day after day. Their talents and skills have always 
been a necessary thing, but it is their ability to 
commit, persist and make progress that brings 
them through. Prevailing over the most difficult 
years of my ailment was no different; and, like 
those people of achievement, it would stay with 
me the rest of my life.

A number of practical concerns would 
dominate my days away from John Casarino’s 
office. First and foremost was keeping my job. 
As I noted earlier, when my problems first began 
I was in the design phase of the training pro-
grams I would later have to teach. This enabled 
me to keep a low profile, as did my newness 
in the training department. As such, my new 
bosses did not take great notice of the change in 

my personality. Soon, though, I would be due to 
perform stand-up instruction in front of adults, 
a skill set not very compatible with agoraphobia 
and the other unwanted fears and sensations that 
visited me. A little later, I will explain how I re-
learned the ability to prepare, and then perform 
my duties.

Next, I had to learn to care for and be a fa-
ther to an infant with serious medical problems 
and a husband to an otherwise decent woman 
who did not take well, at first, to my illness or the 
stresses of motherhood. This experience would 
bring many real issues to John Casarino’s office.

I also had to learn to kill time; mind tortur-
ing, fear inducing, self-damning and agonizing 
time. When you don’t want to see anyone, can’t 
hold a thought, and cannot concentrate well 
enough to read or watch a TV program, what 
do you do? What do you do when all you want 
to do is answer questions in your head that are 
unanswerable? “Am I a coward? Will I get bet-
ter? Was I a good son? Am I a horrible person?

Continued on page 17

No Guarantees: One Man’s Road Through the Darkness of Depression
Chapter 30 – The Grind; Living with Depression
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Continued from page 16
Do I have brain damage? What does this mean? 
What does that mean?” That was all I was com-
pelled to think about as if I could solve them like 
a math problem. How do you meet with people 
when you cannot look them in the face?

My life at that time called on me to carry 
out a number of other responsibilities. I knew 
that even if I could crawl into a hole that I would 
never return, and that to survive I had to force 
myself to keep up certain social commitments. 
One of them was a decision to coach hockey at 
the premature age of twenty-six. I could not play, 
but used the excuse of colitis and declining skills 
as a reason to become a coach. I was going to 
have to figure out how to do this.

And, thus, I began the process of living what 
I came to call a bifurcated life. I first learned this 
word when following a court case that was split 
into two parts involving two separate juries. It 
seemed to fit how I was learning to live. The 
definition, as provided by Wikipedia, means the 
splitting of a main body into two. This word fit 
the behavior that I was affecting and avoided the 
misleading and unhealthy use of the term ‘split 
personality.’ Moreover, such a term would have 
meant that one part of me was not conscious of 
the other self. Not only was I conscious of what I 
was doing, it was a matter of survival.

Here is a simple example:

Question: – “How do you feel today Bob?” 
Honest answer: - “I am wondering why I 
shouldn’t kill myself. I am a worthless, selfish hu-
man being with no hope of changing. When I 
was a little kid, I used to throw myself down the 
stairs to get attention. It hurt my mother badly 
and I can’t forgive myself. I can’t stop thinking 
about it. Does that make me a bad person? Giv-
en answer: Fine!

Despite some signs of light and an evolv-
ing battlefield strategy things overall were to get 
much worse in many respects, while others im-
proved, before they got truly better. The path was 
uneven unless you placed it on a graph the way 
stockbrokers do, and even the final months and 
years of recovery were roller coaster like, if on an 
ultimate upward path.

What follows in this book are the ways, with 
my doctor’s help, that I learned to get through; 
the insights derived from understanding my 
evolving life and how what I felt related to the 
past; and the practical things I did to defeat the 
phobias that threatened, even in the face of a liv-
able recovery, to consign me to a life of limited 
possibilities.
Bob Marrone is the host of the Good Morning West-
chester with Bob Marrone, heard from Monday to 
Friday, from 6 – 8:30 a.m., on WVOX-1460 AM.
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2022  Saw Mill River Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY 
THE ROMA BUILDING

Office & Store Space for Rent 
Prime Yorktown Location

 Office Space 965 sq ft.:  Rent $ 1650/mo.
Store  Karl Ehmers: 1100 sq ft-  $3100/mo.

Store in back: 1300 sq ft.  $2650/mo.

914.632.1230

Your Full Service Laundromat Since 1966
Wash & Fold Service • Dry Cleaning & Pressing

Dry Clean By The Bulk • Shirts Laundered
Leather & Suedes Cleaned / Treated

914.962.5539

Yorktown EconoWash

2018 Crompond Rd. (Rear) Yorktown Hts.
Routes 35 & 202 -Crompond

BOOKS

COMMUNITY

No Guarantees: One Man’s Road Through the 
Darkness of Depression

Continued from page 13
Clarence was a "tenant" of the unfinished 

Station 3 basement during the 1960's. An older 
gent and a U.S. veteran, he claimed to have rid-
den up San Juan Hill with Teddy Roosevelt. 
Since he used 756 North Avenue as his address, 

we were still receiving mail for him as of last year. 
If anyone knows Clarence's whereabouts, please 
stop in and let us know.

To this day, Station Three remains an inte-
gral part of the New Rochelle Fire Department, 
as well as of the community itself. Regular pe-

destrian traffic and a nearby playground have 
made the firehouse a drop-in spot for adults and 
children alike. It is also a traditional gathering 
spot for department members as they queue up 
to march in the Thanksgiving parade. As nearby 
buildings and businesses continue to come and 

go Fire Station Number Three remains an an-
chor between the north and central sections of 
our City.
Captain Andrew J. Sandor is New Rochelle Station 
Three House Commander.

Congratulations Station Three - You’re 100 
Years Old!
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 PEOPLE

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Irish tenor David 
O’Leary, who worked as a caddie at Winged 
Foot Golf Cub when he first came over from 
Ireland, sang this week at the Friends of Ireland 
lunch at the U.S. Capitol Building for President 
Barack Obama, House Speaker John Boehner 
and Ireland’s Taoiseach Enda Kenny.

O’Leary commuted back and forth to Ire-
land for three years to complete his studies while 
working as a caddie and other jobs to pay for 

school in Ireland and voice lessons in New York.
“During this time, I was able to study with 

great voice teachers in the city and also earn 
money to pay for school in Ireland, “ said the 
young tenor who lives in Port Chester, N.Y.

Since 2009 with a performance visa, 
O’Leary has been working hard to build his 
career as a tenor. A native of Gorey, County 
Wexford, O’Leary has performed for many dig-
nitaries, including President Clinton, U.S. Chief 

Justice John Roberts ,Vice-President Joseph 
Biden and Congressman Peter King.

“It’s always a struggle to gain recognition 
and build a reputation but slowly but surely I am 
starting to get more work, “ said O’Leary.

He has performed at Lincoln Center, the 
Waldorf-Astoria, the Metropolitan Club, the 
House of lords in Dublin and at Shea Stadium 
and Giants Stadium

Former Winged Foot Caddie David O’Leary Sings for President Obama

Shapeshifters
By JOHN SIMON

Fairly close on the heels of the 
“Godspell” revival comes the 
revival of the Andrew Lloyd 
Webber-Tim Rice “Jesus 
Christ Superstar, which may or 
may not confirm belief in res-
urrection. If “Godspell” turns 

the New Testament into a clown show, “Super-
star, in a hugely acclaimed version coming to us 
from Canada’s Stratford Shakespeare Festival, 
turns it into a glossy musical revue.

I say revue, because its mood or mode 
changes as often as that of a revue, which does 
not have the consistency of a book musical. The 
renowned director DesMcAnuff has somewhat 
reimagined this show, written 41 years ago and 
at first slow to reach the stage, but since then 
mounted all over the world and quite often in 
churches, proving that nothing allays religious 
scruples more surely than a theatrical hit. Its 
calling itself a rock opera—an oxymoron if ever 
there was one—may add to its prestige.

This first major collaboration between now 
Lord Lloyd Webber and Sir Tim Rice is liberal 
in liberties taken with the bible story. Thus we 
get a Mary Magdalene who comes across as 
less camp follower that Jesus’ elegant mistress, 
and a Judas as the major and best-dressed figure 
in Christ’s retinue, a sort of Iago to an Othello, 
with the other apostles pretty much relegated to 
quasi-anonymity. Even Mary hardly registers. 
By way of finale, the crucified Jesus and hanged 
Judas, join in a rousingly jolly group number.

The strength of the show is some (but not 
all) good music; its chief (but not only) weak-
ness, the Rice lyrics. Alongside the King James 
Bible, that poetic monument to the English 
language, here lyrics (and also dialogue) are so 
much puffed Rice. Take Judas singing to Jesus: 
“Every time I look at you, I do not understand/ 
Why you let the things you did get so out of 
hand.” Or Christ singing to the world: “Then I 
was inspired,/ Now I’m sad and tired.” And such 
stuff is profusely reiterated. Even Christ’s biblical 
words are flubbed: his dying plea for forgiveness 

for his murderers, “they know not what they do” 
becomes “what they’re doing,” much more mun-
dane and prosaic.

In a sense, this production becomes a kind 
of film or TV documentary, with, for instance, 
an electronic band repeatedly informing us of 
the exact date and locale. Very grandiose are 
Paul Tazewell’s costumes, e.g., Mary Magda-
lene’s ballroom-gown outfit; and Howell Bin-
kley’s splashily color-shifting lighting. Robert 
Brill’s unit set is like a gigantic jungle gym, with 
a high-up bridge and heaven-storming ladders, 
plus a couple of enormous staircase-like tribunes, 
constantly rolled about into quasi-architectural 
configurations.

Most attention-grabbing is Lisa Shriver’s 
choreography, which has the numerous chorus 
members performing almost unceasing, weird 
dances, laced with circus acrobatics as spectacular 
as they are distracting. Something loud or brash 
or busy hits us without much surcease, justified 
perhaps as a cover-up for artistic exiguity, but 
nevertheless, as Tim Rice might say, more tiring 
than inspiring.

Paul Nolan is an acceptable if uncharis-
matic Jesus, decent enough in his solo numbers, 
but even better in his sufferings. More notable, 
in a showier part, is the well-sung Judas of Josh 

Young, one of the two best voices around, the 
other being the basso cantante of Marcus Nance 
as Caiaphas. Tom Hewitt is an austerely elegant 
Pilate, and Bruce Dow a highly farcical Herod, 
in the show’s most Hollywoodish produc-
tion number. Chilina Kennedy’s Magdalene is 
mostly just another pretty face; Aaron Walpole’s 
Annas and Mike Nadajewski’s Peter are at least 
noticeable.

McAnuff’s direction abounds in movement 
and in bodies in interesting groupings, although 
having characters seldom leave without march-
ing or being marched around several times be-
comes tedious, even if the score may encourage 
it. What it all finally comes down to is whether 
you view “Jesus Christ Superstar” as a major or 
minor work, between which antithetical percep-
tions my mind kept continually shifting.

“Once” started life as a movie I haven’t seen, 
about a marginalized Irish youth, an amateur 
musician here called Guy, and a Czech woman 
of vague provenance and absent husband, here 
called Girl. They hang out together in Dublin 
and conduct a platonic love affair. I was unim-
pressed by “Once” as an Off Broadway musical, 
undistinguished dramatically, musically and his-
trionically, with music and lyrics by the movie’s 
Glen Hansard and Marketa Irglova, who may 

have lived its unremarkable story. Enda Walsh, 
said to be a leading Irish playwright, wrote the 
book, no better than other works of his I have 
been bored by.

Transferred to Broadway, the show gains 
nothing. Bob Crowley’s barroom set and cos-
tumes are serviceable as before, and Natasha 
Katz’s lighting is atmospheric. Under John Tif-
fany’s routine direction, Steve Kazee is hand-
some as Boy, and Cristin Milioti sedulous as 
Girl. Others provide some typical Irish or Czech 
local color, but only the sporadic presence of 
gratuitous Czech supertitles is at all notable. I 
think one should beware of plays whose leads 
are called generically Guy and Girl.

“The Big Meal” by Dan LeFranc should 
pay royalties to Thornton Wilder’s estate. Like 
Wilder’s “Long Christmas Dinner,” it is about a 
dinner eaten by several generations of one family 
whose members come, eat, briefly interact and 

Continued on page 19
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Bruce Dow as King Herod and the cast of Jesus 
Christ Superstar.

Paul Nolan as Jesus in Jesus Christ Superstar.

The cast of Jesus Christ Superstar.
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By BARBARA BARTON SLOANE
It was December. Stepping out 
of the John Wayne Airport and 
looking up into the sky, I saw 
a somewhat unfamiliar object: 
a bright orange disk which I 
instantly identified as the sun! 

Lovely. The air was soft and felt pure. My sur-
roundings were a palette of baby blue, spring 
green and bright white. I thought, I’m going to 
like this place. (I was right).

The Center of Orange County
Some think of Irvine as an agricultural cen-

ter, some as a home to military bases or world 
corporations. Many know it only as the site of 
the University of California, Irvine. It is all of 
these together that create the dynamic city that 
today thrives at the center of Orange County. 
Importantly, Irvine is also the recipient of two 
significant awards. It has been named America’s 
Safest City for seven consecutive years by none 
other than the FBI, and CNN Money Maga-
zine has ranked it No.#4 in a survey of the coun-
try’s Best Places to Live. Founded in the 1960s 
when the University campus was built, today it is 
a city dedicated to quality of life for its residents 
in myriad ways, including keeping it green with 
nearly 60,000 acres of wildlands and parks. Ir-
vine is a leading business center with more than 
a hundred corporations as well as a multicultural 
community whose residents speak more than 70 

different languages. Here diversity is genuinely 
honored.

With just a few days to explore the town, it 
was recommended that I check out the Irvine 
Museum whose works are dedicated to the pres-
ervation and display of California impressionist 
art. It being my favorite painting style, I was a 
very happy camper wandering through galleries 
filled with gorgeous paintings. Much of what 
originally made California a “Golden Land” was 
directly linked to the environment, especially 
land and water which nurtured and sustained a 
rare quality of life. With a deep reverence for na-
ture and with the common goal to preserve the 
environment, the Museum’s message inspires all 
to action as stewards of this precious land.

I Could Have Shopped All 
Night

I made it a point, of course, to visit the Irvine 
Spectrum Center, one of Southern California’s 
most popular shopping and dining destinations 
known for its stunning Spanish architecture. It 
embodies 1.2 million square feet of shopping 
and outdoor space and was inspired by the world 
famous Alhambra, the 13th century citadel that 
overlooks the city of Granada, Spain. There are 
more than 130 retail stores, a 21-screen movie 
theatre, world-class restaurants, and for the kids, 
a giant Ferris wheel and carousel. Want to laugh? 
The iconic and famous Improv Comedy Club is 
here as well. A complimentary trolley service 
runs through the parking areas, and there are 4 
valet stations (this is California, after all). I tore 
myself away from the chic boutiques to stroll the 
magnificent courtyards with their exotic blend of 

classic architecture and colorful Spanish details 
such as tile mosaics and elaborate carvings. The 
Spectrum Center is, no doubt, a unique destina-
tion in itself.

Up, Up and Away
Back in 1993, the El Toro Marine Air Sta-

tion was closing and plans were to turn it into a 
commercial airport. Happily, that plan was even-
tually rejected and in 2001 Irvine introduced a 
measure to replace the airport with the Orange 
County Great Park. The city was allowed to 
annex the 4,700 acre decommissioned military 
base and in July, 2007 the Great Park Balloon 
was launched as the first major attraction of the 
park. This huge, tethered orange balloon ride is 

free for all and carries riders up 400 feet in the 
air, lifted by 210,000 cubic feet of helium. The 
balloon holds up to 25 passengers and offers 
a 360-degree view. That’s not all. It’s illumi-
nated at night and can be seen for 40 miles in 
all directions. This amazing attraction serves as 
a public observation deck for visitors to watch 
the development of the first great major metro-
politan park of the 21st century. The park has an 
active Artists-in- Residence program dedicated 
to showcasing young artists and providing an 
educational experience for the community. The 
Great Park Garden Workshops are a series of 
educational programs on sustainable home gar-
dening practices developed in cooperation with

Continued on page 20

John DelVecchio is Back for Another Great Season of Golf!  
THE JOHN DELVECCHIO SCHOOL OF GOLF 

located at:
The Westchester Golf Range

the Best and Most Complete Practice & Lesson Facility in Westchester
701 DOBBS FERRY RD., RTE. 100B IN WHITE PLAINS

To SCHEDULE LESSONS OR ASK DIRECTIONS, CALL JOHN DIRECTLY AT

914.582.0960
Complete Golf services are available.  For information, send John an email:

jusgtf@aol.com
PRIVATE & SEMI-PRIVATE LESSONS  • GROUP CLINICS • JUNIORS WELCOME

VIDEO ANALYSIS ACCOMPANIES EACH GOLF LESSON
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vanish, played—often confusingly--by the same 
actors. To be sure, the dinners here are at a res-
taurant, and it isn’t Christmas.

The first half of the play is comic; the sec-
ond, earnest, verging on maudlin. LeFranc is the 
winner of sundry awards and fellowships, which 

nowadays doesn’t mean much. No one in the 
cast is bad; no one, not even the veteran Anita 
Gillette, especially noteworthy.

Sam Gold, the rising young director and an-
other recipient of numerous honors, who recent-
ly made an idiosyncratic mess of “Look Back in 
Anger,” staged this rather better, but what are we 
to make of characters named, even more omi-
nously, Woman 1, 2 and 3, Man 1, 2 and 3, and 
yes, Boy and Girl (who are at least real children) 

plus Server, a mute waitress who plunks down 
food with considerable animosity.

The show lasts only 85 minutes that could 
easily pass for a couple of hours.
Photos by and courtesy of Joan Marcus.
 John Simon has written for over 50 years on theatre, 
film, literature, music and fine arts for the Hudson 
Review, New Leader, New Criterion, National 
Review,New York Magazine, Opera News, Weekly 

Standard, Broadway.com and Bloomberg News. 
Mr. Simon holds a PhD from Harvard University 
in Comparative Literature and has taught at MIT, 
Harvard University, Bard College and Mary-
mount Manhattan College.
To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-Uncensored.
com

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE

Irvine, California. Photo by and courtesy of 
Google Images.

Irvine, California
Come With an Open Mind, Leave with a Lasting Impression

Shapeshifters

Orange County Great Park.
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Continued from page 19
the University of California. Throughout the 
year the park hosts exciting festivals including 
the Flights & Sounds Summer Festival, the Fall 
Pumpkin Harvest with wagon rides, a petting 
zoo, a corn maze, games and food, and the Fam-
ily New Year’s Eve celebration. The Great Park 
continues to grow and ultimately will be one of 
the largest metropolitan parks created in the US 
in the past 100 years. As Beth Krom, an Irvine 
council member says, “This Park will be the heart 
and soul of Orange County.”

A Sense of Place
Irvine is a vibrant, vital city with a strong 

sense of community. On my short but happy 
visit it was clear that, in spite of this city’s abun-
dance of sophistication and class, it has little in 
common with its neighbor directly to the north. 
Totally devoid of Tinseltown’s artifice, this warm 
and welcoming place is – of course –irresistible, 
inimitable Irvine!
Travel Editor Barbara Barton Sloane is constantly 
globe-hopping to share her unique experiences with 
our readers from the exotic to the sublime. As Beauty/
Fashion Editor, she keeps us informed on the capri-
cious and engaging fashion scene.

To Know If You Go: 
Irvine Convention & Visitors Bureau www.destinationirvine.com
Hotels Restaurants Things to do: 
Irvine Marriott Il Fornaio Irvine Museum 
www.irvinemarriott.com www.ilfornaio.com www.irvinemuseum.org

Hyatt Regency Itriya Cafe Irvine Historical Society & Museum 
www.irvine.hyatt.com www.itriyacafe.com www.irvineranchhistory.com

 Kimera Restaurant and Irvine Spectrum Center 
 Lounge www.shopirvinespectrumcenter.com 
 www.kimerarestaurant.com

 Capital Seafood Restaurant 
Improv Comedy Club

 
 www.capital-seafood.com/irvine 

www.improv.org/shows

  
Orange County Great Park

 
  

www.ocgp.org

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE

Irvine, California

GovernmentSection
MOUNT VERNON, NY -- It is 
with great pleasure that Chairman 
Reginald A. LaFayette invites the 
public to join the Mount Vernon 
Democratic City Committee for 
its 1st Annual Mardi Gras Cocktail 
Party Fundraiser. The exciting event 

will be held on Thursday, April 26, 
2012, 6:00 p.m. through 9:00 p.m. at 
the Doral Arrowwood Conference 
Center, 975 Anderson Hill Road, 
Rye Brook, New York 10573.

This festive evening promises to 
be filled with music, surprises, antici-

pation, and extremely enjoyable. The excitement 
will start at the door and will flow non-stop 
throughout the evening. Come as you are: busi-
ness attire, casual/comfortable or even dress in 
Mardi Gras theme if you’d like … the choice is 
completely yours! Just come – and have LOTS 
OF FUN!!

The event is to benefit the Mount Vernon 
Democratic City Committee. For detailed in-
formation, please contact: 914.860.6711 (sera-
pherc@aol.com) or 914.667.3548 (cmorris23@
aol.com).

Mount Vernon Democratic City Committee to Host its 1st Annual Mardi Gras Cocktail Party Fundraiser

CAMPAIGN TRAIL

WESTCHESTER, NY -- Today, popular As-
semblyman and former Chairman of the West-
chester County Board of Legislators, George 
Latimer (D-Rye) has announced that he will in 
fact seek the State Senate seat being made vacant 
by Senator Suzi Oppenheimer. Latimer, who is 
a marketing executive by profession, fuses work 
with various corporations such as Nestle, AT&T, 
ITT, and IBM, with significant government ex-
perience at the city, county and state level.

“I’m running to fight for the values we 
share, and the issues that we care about,” Latimer 
stated. “Those issues include controlling property 
taxation, healthcare, the environment, economic 
fairness, delivery of needed public services, 
strong government ethics, addressing the needs 
of women and children, of seniors and veterans, 
of people from all backgrounds and in all sorts 
of circumstances. Further, I have always stood up 
for honest campaigns, not the negative, distorted 
campaigning that so many engage in. Regardless 
of the tough road ahead, perhaps because of the 
challenge it poses, I am announcing my candi-
dacy for the New York State Senate.”

George Latimer was first elected to a seat 
on the Rye City Council – rare for a Demo-
crat; four years later, he was elevated to a seat 
on the Westchester County Board of Legisla-

tors, where he became the first-ever Democrat 
to Chair the Board in 1998. In that position, 
Latimer cut taxes three straight years, facilitated 
a fair redistricting plan that involved members of 
good government groups and dealt fairly with 
all legislators - and was not challenged in court. 
Additionally, Latimer appointed members of the 
Board’s Republican Minority to Chair standing 
committees, and brought transparency to the 
Board of Legislators by airing all meetings on 
public access TV.

Latimer continued, “At every level of gov-
ernment that I have served at, my business ex-
perience is what has guided me and taught me 
how to focus on results, not merely process. The 

bottom line is that there is a job to do and people 
expect the government to provide vital services 
and not play politics with their lives and needs. 
Working in a corporate environment gave me 
the ability to work with others to produce a qual-
ity product, even if we didn’t necessarily agree on 
everything all the time. That foundation still 
drives me to work hard and is a big reason why I 
have been able to be independent minded for my 
whole career. I believe Albany needs more repre-
sentatives with proven track records of accessibil-
ity and fairness, not ideological rubber stamps.”

Latimer will face the winner of the Repub-
lican primary between Town Councilwoman 
Diane DiDonato-Roth (R-North Castle), 
former 2010 Senate candidate Bob Cohen (R-
New Rochelle/Scarsdale), and potentially, Port 
Chester Village Trustee Sam Terenzi; Roth 
and Cohen have already announced their can-
didacies. Currently, Latimer represents the 91st 
Assembly District, which runs from the south 
end of New Rochelle, along the Sound Shore 
through Mamaroneck, Larchmont, and Port 
Chester and into Latimer’s hometown of Rye. 
No other Democrat has announced intentions 
to seek this seat.
Learn more about George Latimer for State Senate 
at http://www.LatimerforSenate.com.

George Latimer Announces Bid for New York State Senate; Cites 
the need for independent and transparent leadership in Albany

ECONOMY

New Rochelle Should 
Tell Developers What 
We Want
By PEGGY GODFREY

Dissatisfaction with many 
areas of new Rochelle City 
Government were expressed 
by the members of the New 
Rochelle Citizens Reform 
Club at their last meeting. 
Councilmen Ivar Hyden 

(Democrat) and Albert Tarantino (Republican), 
when asked, had serious reservations about pro-
posed developments in the city.

Tarantino was skeptical about the up-com-
ing vote on the Echo Bay proposal and also has 
serious concerns about the Albanese proposal. 
Neither project was voted on at the March 21 
meeting. The hearing for a new cabaret licens-
ing procedure which would allow the Council 
to grant the license rather than the police was 
supported and did pass at that Council meeting.

Many questions arose over the proposed 
Albanese development. Were the residents of 
the adjacent Bloomingdales Lofts consulted and 
the reasons why they moved downtown in the 
first place established? Leroy Grayson wanted to 
know. Tarantino answered that there is no room

Continued on page 21
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Continued from page 20
for housing in the densely populated southern 
half of the City. Hyden continued, saying he 
was “not in support,” then Marino Michelotti 
expressed concern that the development would 
make parking, especially in downtown, worse. 
Since Tarantino and Hyden are long-time busi-
nessmen in downtown, Michelotti asked where 
their customers are going to park? Hyden said 
he was “not in support,” and then remarked: there 
are lots of issues besides parking. The audience 
laughed at the developer’s claim that there would 
be only a small number of children living in his 
projected apartments.

Another member challenged the previous 
claim made by the City Manager Chuck Strome 
that the Church-Division garage was unstable 

and needed to be replaced. Since one member had 
worked in this field he said the steel construction 
just needed a little work. The real problem in his 
view was the vandalism on the top deck and 
cameras were suggested to solve this. Jim Kil-
loran, Executive Director of Habitat for Human-
ity, offered his volunteers for painting the garage 
and cleaning up where needed. He continued: 
the City does not need people “from outside. We 
don’t need more development here, we deserve 
better.” This Church-Divison garage, according to 
Tarantino, was built with money from downtown 
business landlords and he felt it does not have to 
be torn down. He stated developers want to build 
on (free) City land and reminded the group that 
when the City asked for proposals for Garden 
Street where property would have to be purchased, 

none were received. Albanese wants to build on 
the City’s (free) parking lot. Hyden reminded the 
group of the Democratic control of the Council, 
but said, “each issue is individual,” and based on 
merit. He wants to do the right thing.

One way streets according to Tarantino do 
not help retail. Several other problems with de-
velopment in downtown were enumerated by 
Robert Cox, Founder of New Rochelle Talk of 
the Sound blog. He cited the IDA (New Rochelle 
Industrial Development Agency) deal with Cap-
pelli and the rather new

Commissioner of Development, Michael 
Freimuth’s emphasis on obtaining commercial de-
velopment. Ralph DiBart, Chairman of the Busi-
ness Improvement District, in his view is hampered 
when trying to bring restaurants here because the 
state liquor authority ruling limits how close to a 
church they can be if they serve liquor and at pres-

ent there is “only one-half a block” in downtown 
where you could obtain a liquor license.

Hyden added we don’t know what we want 
downtown to be. Mitch Spalin summed up the 
feelings of many in the group, “We should tell de-
velopers what we want.” Former State Assembly-
man Ron Tocci reminded the group of the Future 
Visions report which has been put on the shelf 
for 20 years. Avalon was the result. Comparing 
New Rochelle’s 80,000 residents to White Plains’ 
50,000, he said White Plains generates $110 mil-
lion in taxes while New Rochelle produces about 
$20 million, when asked “Who’s paying for this 
imbalance?” The lack of planning has put New 
Rochelle behind the eight ball. He emphasized 
the City needs a master plan where “we” can tell 
developers what we want.
Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer and a former edu-
cator

New Rochelle Should Tell Developers What We Want

EDUCATION

By RICH MONETTI
Prior to settling on writing as a 
second career, I was enrolled at 
CUNY Lehman in hopes of be-
coming a history teacher. In my 
one and only education course, I 
would learn that in Scandinavian 

countries, children don’t see the inside of a class-
room until they are seven, and one of the parents is 
paid by the government to accompany their chil-
dren’s growth. Putting the emphasis on nurturing 
rather than tediously being able to do things like 
distinguish between a circle and a square, they 
produce Noble Prize winners, while the dwin-
dling number of scientists we can claim take their 
talents to Wall Street to game the world economy.

So much for all those high maintenance pre-
schools that parents must get their kids into. But 
since it’s highly unlikely that America will ever 
place precedence on the most productive early 
childhood experience possible - home - child-
care will have to do. And someone should tell 
the County Executive that cutting subsidies is far 
more expensive in both the long and short term.

As it stands, back and forth between the 
County Executive and the legislature has left 
Mr. Astorino in the advantage and parents, chil-
dren and day cares at a loss. A freeze on Title XX 
funding means that no new families will be ac-
cepted into this program, where families at 200% 

of the poverty level have contributed 15% of their 
income as a monthly co-pay. Additionally, exist-
ing families saw an increase in co-pay to 20% and 
the administration is proposing that be bumped 
to 35%.

The County Budget, and the lack of an ex-
ecutive signature is even less kind to those in 
greater need. For families at 275% of the federal 
poverty level, an average $3,700 scholarship was 
awarded for childcare. The program was canceled 
several months after the new administration took 
power in 2010, was restored the next year but 
was not even in this year’s budget proposal, says 
Kathy Halas, Executive Director of the Childcare 
Council of Westchester.

Given the cuts, the Childcare Council sent 
out surveys among families who were receiving 
aid to see where they now stand. With about half 
responding, says Halas, 10% had stopped work-
ing, 30% reverted to non-regulated care and all 
expressed extreme financial hardship.

Calculating the county wide impact of hard-
ship on individual families is obviously elusive but 
putting once working parents on the dole can’t 
possibly add up - unless it is political capital that 
is the sum game. With all the broad benefits to 
working, she says, “What kind of message is that 
to send.”

One that some families may refuse to listen, 
but at the cost of landing their children in unregu-
lated situations. Less controls and safety measures 

on hand, the range of negative possibilities are 
more likely to occur where care is not sanctioned. 
This limit was reached in a very high profile case 
last year and ended in the death of an infant.

That said, she’s very reluctant to draw a direct 
connection to the budget and this tragedy. “We 
don’t know if the family was eligible for subsidies 
or even if the family was aware of such a thing as 
regular childcare,” says Halas.  At the same time, 
there’s no certainty what options were taken off 
the table for this family as a result of the current 
situation.

Nonetheless, Ms. Halas raises a more typi-
cal concern as the level of care can diminish in 
unregulated care. “Kids need and do better when 
they have a consistent environment that’s nurtur-
ing and has lots of stimulation,” she says.

In its absence, the costs multiply across the 
landscape and in ambivalence of budget battles. 
“When they are not ready for school, many chil-
dren don’t catch up and it becomes very costly for 
school districts,” she says.

Again, less easily computed is the long term 
loss incurred when children go on to lag in life. 
“You’re continually putting yourself in a situation 
where you’re going to be frustrated,” she says.

In turn, the extrapolations take on forms that 
pale in comparison to the assistance the county 
fails to put a premium on. Aside from unemploy-
ment lines and the costs involved with mental and 
emotional well being, she says, “We think this is a 
business issue,” and remaining competitive in the 
world economy means adequate funding of early 
childhood, she adds in accordance with numer-

ous studies. (See the council’s website for a series 
of them).

Closer to home, since many daycares try to 
mirror their communities in economic and cul-
tural make up, cuts put a strain on the centers 
themselves. “So if the number of subsidized fami-
lies has dropped, it’s financially destabilizing to 
them,” she says.

Mt Kisco Childcare Center can attest to that 
firsthand as a center committed to diversity. A dis-
ruption of $60,000 in annual aid has meant that 
Mt. Kisco Childcare has made up the difference, 
while not allowing any families to be cut loose, 
says the center’s Executive Director, Dottie Jordan

So as teachers end up on the unemployment 
line or parents are forced out of their jobs into the 
same line, Ms. Jordan questions the math that is 
supposed to save the county money. “Govern-
ment spending increases one way of another, says 
Jordan.

She just hopes the county government can be 
less shortsighted about the true costs to us all.

For more info on the issue go to http://www.
childcarewestchester.org/.  The council is also 
eager to help county residents walk through all 
the options that are available to them in regards 
to childcare.
Rich Monetti lives in Somers. He’s been a freelance 
writer in Westchester since 2003 and works part time 
in the after school program at Mt. Kisco Childcare. 
You can find more of his stories at www. rmonetti.
blogspot.com.

County Cuts to Childcare Don’t Add Up

THE HEZITORIAL

By HEZI ARIS
The corruption and bribery charges 
against Sandy Annabi, former Yon-
kers City Councilwoman, and Zehy 
Jereis, former Yonkers GOP Chair-
man, were met with lust for blood by 
some, and questioned as being cir-

cumstantial by others. Either way, the prosecution, 

the United States of America, was expected to 
have all guns blazing in the case that came to rest 
yesterday (March 21, 2012), in the courtroom pre-
sided over by the Hon. Colleen McMahon, Dis-
trict Judge, after five weeks of testimony. The jury 
was charged with eleven total counts, which were 
at times shared allegations by both defendants, 
and others that were accusative of one, but not the 

other. Judge McMahon’s charge would consume 
three hours in studied and meticulous expression 
of the law to the jury. The task before the jury of 
twelve and four alternates is daunting. The charges 
are complex, and at times not easily contemplated. 
Many requests for further explanation are likely to 
ensue in the coming days of deliberation. While 
the jury is sequestered behind closed doors, we 

can consider some issues that question the value 
of this case and others that may likely follow in 
the wake of the government’s effort to excise cor-
ruption and bribery from governance and politics.

The heart of the government’s contention is 
that there was no reciprocal affection between Ms 
Annabi and Mr Jereis. When forensic computer

Continued on page 22

Prosecution Rests Without Going the Distance in Yonkers Corruption and Bribery Case
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expert Shlomo Koenig took the stand earlier this 
week he would explain that FBI agents who 
were first to scrutinize the hard drive of Mr Jereis’ 
computer, had clumsily destroyed evidence that 
would have left a trail for Mr Koenig to have fol-
lowed to a conclusion of who, when, and where, 
had tampered with the said emails. Instead, he 
was left to contemplate one scenario or another, 
all circumstantial. The government believed that 
was as far as they needed to go. Their effort was 
seemingly “good enough!”

One must ask why the government did not 
get a subpoena from a federal judge to grant it 
permission to retrieve all the email correspon-
dence between Mr Jereis and Ms Annabi from 
AOL, the email server and service to which both 
defendants have subscribed. Subpoena of AOL 
for the records of the allegedly unrequited love 
attested to by Mr Jereis, and to which his legal 
counsel, Anthony Siano asserted, was a logi-
cal next step that the government did not take. 
Why?

Also to be questioned is the assertion made 
by Mr Jereis when he stated he and Ms Annabi 
did not engage in sexual intercourse. Yet in the 
next breath, Mr Jereis noted that there was how-
ever “sexual contact.” Was Mr Jereis’ mention of 
“sexual contact” the voice of the male ego speak-
ing or reminiscent of conduct described by Wil-
liam Jefferson Clinton, former U.S. President, 
in defining his term of “sexual conduct” over a 
decade ago?

When the government had the opportunity 
to cross examine Mr Jereis, Assistant U.S. Attor-
ney Jason Halperin, made mention of Mr Jereis’ 

claim of his earlier testimony in which he made 
mention there was no “sexual contact” between 
Ms Annabi and himself, but he noted the that 
there was “sexual contact.” Mr Halperin during 
his question of Mr Jereis divulged he did not 
want a definition for the term, “sexual contact.” 
Mr Halperin moved on. At issue here is why 
Mr Halperin did not demand Mr Jereis define 
the term “sexual conduct.” Had he done so, Mr 
Halperin could have proven “quid pro quo,” that 
is, “something for another,” or money and other 
gifts for “sexual contact,” but Mr Halperin did 
not.

When FBI Agent Michael Mazucca took 
the stand, he was asked if/when he was aware 
that both Antonio and Franco Milio, the own-
ers of Milio Management - Yonkers developers 
who were at one time engaged in seeking desig-
nation as master developers for the Longfellow/
Walgreens project - were vacationing in Mexico 
when Anthony Mangone, a government wit-
ness surrounded by allegations of bribery and 
corruption, claims that he received $30,000 in 
cash from the Milio’s for the purpose of brib-
ing Ms Annabi to approve the Milio’s master 
developer status designation for the Longfellow/
Walgreens project.

Agent Mazucca acknowledged he had in-
deed learned from defendant testimony that 
Homeland Security documents had proven 
Antonio and Franco Milio were in Mexico at 
the time Mr Mangone claimed he received 
cash from them. Mr Siano questioned Agent 
Mazucca, asking if upon learning of the fact gar-
nered from Homeland Security records, Agent 
Mazzuca had questioned Mr Mangone about 
the veracity of his testimony to the FBI after 
Mr Mangone signed an agreement accepting a 

deal with the government to tell the truth, and 
nothing but the truth? Agent Manzucca was 
reluctant to offer his contact with Mr Mangone 
at first, but with the slightest verbal nudge, Mr 
Siano had Agent Manzucca admit that he had 
contacted Mr Mangone, but as Agent Man-
zucca emphasized, it was on another matter. It 
was not as suggested by Mr Siano with regard 
to Mr Mangone perjuring himself once again in 
testimony before the august chambers of a court.

What is striking about this exchange is that 
an agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
had not questioned its own witness as to the 
veracity of its claim when Homeland Security 
had proven Mr Mangone’s testimony to be false. 
Why? Worse still, the government chose to be 
silent on this issue for over a week’s time perhaps 
in the hope that the issue would not rear itself 
again. Bad move. Mr Siano had no lapse in fo-
cusing attention on this issue again.

One must question if the government would 
have been willing to imprison the defendants 
on a falsehood of fact despite their becoming 
knowledgeable of the fact that put into question 
the veracity of their star witness, Anthony Man-
gone, about whom much of their case revolves.

The largesse of gifts and loans bestowed 
upon Ms Annabi by Mr Jereis from 2001 to 
2008 is said to have surpassed $200,000. The 
government asserts this interchange was im-
posed by Mr Jereis solely for the purpose of ex-
acting a political favor, that is, a vote for, or any 
action required, to impact the political demeanor 
or conclusion over which Ms Annabi would 
have purview. The government’s assertion is that 
Ms Annabi, when she voted contrary to previous 
votes or changed her demeanor or tone over any 
specific project, is sufficient to prove she was Mr 

Jereis’ political puppet. Mr Jereis advises he only 
wanted her “body,” and did not seek to malign 
or coerce her vote. Mr Jereis asserts he had no 
influence on her votes.

The destination and purpose of the money, 
gifts and loans to and through Ms Annabi lack 
proof or purpose in the conclusion offered by the 
government. The government asserts they have 
backtracked and returned to the origins of the 
financial paradigm before them. In reality there 
is another more credible scenario that can be 
drawn from the money, gifts and loans funneled 
as they were. The government has proven it is 
unaware of the various methodologies to laun-
der funds. Perhaps the Milio’s can afford them 
lessons worthy of their knowing.

When Mr Kevin Cacace, president of the 
Yonkers Chamber of Commerce, attests that 
he hired Mr Jereis at the behest Nick Spano, 
expecting to receive a grant from then Senator 
Nick Spano to pay for Mr Jereis’ services, nei-
ther Mr Cacace, nor former Yonkers Mayor 
and present Yonkers Chamber of Commerce 
Board Director Angelo Martinelli complained 
about taking on Mr Jereis. They chose to com-
plain before the court for not receiving a grant to 
pay for Mr Jereis. Mssrs Cacace and Martinelli 
never uttered a complaint before their day in in a 
courtroom to which they were subpoenaed. Are 
they attempting to rewrite the annals of history 
as they would like it remembered? Mr Cacace 
is driven by agenda, Mr Martinelli is one of the 
puppet masters. Neither is credible. They have 
not told the truth.

Former Yonkers City Councilman Dennis 
Robertson attests that he knew many things 
about Mr Jereis, Ms Annabi, among others, 
in Yonkers government. His testimony is also 
suspect because he never wrote or spoke to the 
so-called wrongdoings of others. He has his own 
issues and contracts to be concerned about. He is 
not a credible witness. He is a Democratic Party 
operative that worked both sides of the aisle 
then, and continues to do so to this day.

Former Mayor Phil Amicone was not called
Continued on page 23
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to testify, why not? The buck stopped at his of-
fice. Why was Nick Spano not asked to testify 
before the court?

Former Yonkers City Councilwoman Dee 
Barbato and Councilman John Murtagh, Esq., 
are not credible witnesses. Mr Lunney, a former 
law partner of Mr Murtagh, now retired, as-
serted under oath that he had to undergo a three 
year effort to dissolve his and Mr Murtagh’s 
legal relationship because Mr Lunney asserts 
Mr Murtagh’s conduct was anathema to the 

demands and protocol of the law with regard to 
client funds, among other concerns.

Ms Barbato has been fork-tongued over 
many issues, including Ridge Hill, in which 
she espoused one thing, but did something 
else. Under her watch she did not mitigate the 
traffic issues, or much of anything else. She never 
walked the walk, but she was good talking the 
talk. Simply the best, Dee Barbato. None of 
these characters are credible. Neither Mr Mur-
tagh nor Ms Barbato spoke to the issues about 
which they would ever move the city toward 

remedy and mitigation. More talk. They used 
their office to further themselves with contracts, 
and patronage for themselves and relatives. They 
were and are part of the problem.

Senator Joe Libous was not called to testify 
to corroborate the assertion made by Anthony 
Mangone that the senator demanded Mr Man-
gone’s law firm hire his son Matt Libous, Esq., as 
legal counsel to the tune of $150,000 per annum 
plus the lease of a Land Rover SUV nor further 
the accusation that Senator Libous suggested 
Mr Mangone bill a dummy corporation to the 
tune of $50,000 per annum to lighten the finan-

cial burden of employing his son Matt. Why?
Should Mr Jereis and Ms Annabi be judged 

deserving of imprisonment, by a jury of their 
peers, the Yonkers cabal of not having the “truth” 
revealed by keeping mum about it, will have 
saved their skin once again. They will have won. 
The City of Yonkers will have again lost to the 
connivance of those who still pull the strings of 
the circus of deceit by deflecting attention from 
the issues that matter to the pandering escapades 
and crotch shots that tickle the fancy of those 
who continue to maintain a veil of secrecy of the 
other Yonkers, to which Yonkersites are not per-
mitted access, and to which Yonkersites are 

LEGAL

By ABBY LUBY
Westchester County Executive 
Robert Astorino got some good 
news this week. He won an ap-
peal over a key issue in the coun-
ty’s affordable housing settlement 
that sought to curb discrimina-

tion against low income families.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Ur-

ban Development (HUD), who is overseeing the 
2009 settlement with the Anti-Discrimination 
Center mandating the county build 750 units of 
affordable housing, reeled when Astorino vetoed 
a bill that would require landlords to take govern-
ment vouchers as rent payment. HUD insisted 
that the proposed “Source of Income” law had 
to be passed. Astorino appealed HUD’s ruling, 
which was upheld by U.S. Magistrate Gabriel 
Gorenstein.

Astorino, a Republican who ousted Demo-
cratic Andrew Spano in 2009, has declared the 
magistrate’s ruling a “victory” over what he calls 
HUD’s “over-reaching” involvement with the set-
tlement. The decision highlights the ongoing divi-
siveness between the county executive and HUD.

The “Source of Income” issue may not com-
pletely disappear if HUD decides to appeal Go-
renstein’s decision. The bill was passed in 2010 by 
the Westchester Board of Legislators and was 
subsequently vetoed by Astorino. As far as most 
county legislators are concerned, it’s unlikely the 
bill will be re-introduced.

“We could theoretically introduce the legisla-
tion again and we might,” said Majority Leader 
Peter Harckham (D-Somers, Bedford, Mt. Kis-
co). “But the county executive has made his up 
his mind and he would veto it again. We wouldn’t 
have enough votes to override his veto.”

County Board of Legislators Chairman 
Ken Jenkins, (D-Yonkers) has previously gone on 
the record opposing Astorino’s handling of the 
settlement, accusing the country executive’s ad-
ministration of ignoring parts of the settlement’s 
stipulbations. Jenkins would not return phone 
calls from The Westchester Guardian.

Astorino, declaring the magistrate’s ruling 
“vindicated” him for vetoing the bill, took advan-

tage of the moment and demanded that HUD 
release $7 million in housing funds, withheld 
from the county until they had complied with 
the settlement. Last Monday at a press confer-
ence in the Michaelian Office Building, Astorino 
claimed that HUD was wrong to withhold the 
funds, most of which are Community Develop-
ment Block Grants used to build homes and im-
prove public spaces.

The Westchester Guardian asked Astorino’s 
office and the office of the Board of Legislators 
if HUD had offered the county the $7 million 
about a year ago. The reason Mr Astorino refused 
the $7 million last year was because there was a 
clause that permitted Section 8 housing. Nei-
ther office responded nor did the Washington 
and New York City HUD offices return calls or 
emails.

Astorino also explained that the county is not 
only living up to the agreement, but is ahead of 
schedule to build the 750 units of affordable hous-
ing in 31 predominately white communities with 
the $51.6 million. Currently there are 206 housing 
units approved by the federal housing monitor, of 
which 196 have financing in place and 108 units 
have building permits in place. HUD wanted the 
county to have 100 units with financing and 50 
units with building permits by the end of 2011. 
The settlement calls for 200 units with financing 
and 125 with building permits by the end of 2012, 
which the county expects to meet in this spring.

Astorino’s office also said that one party has 
already moved into a home in Pelham while other 
homes have been the focus of lotteries for people 
who have to qualify based on their financial sta-
tus. The county’s Affordable Home website drew 
9,033 viewers in the first 14 months of operation 
and some 1,873 households have asked for infor-
mation, according to the administrative office.

The magistrate did, however, rule against As-
torino and in favor of having the county make sure 
municipalities change their zoning ordinances 
that might be exclusionary. Astorino’s continued 
resistance to enforcing zoning rules has angered 
HUD, topping the list of contentious issues. Go-
renstien’s ruling said the county government has 
to come up with a plan to deal with zoning that 
prohibits affordable housing and that if the zon-

ing practices were not remedied by the munici-
palities “the County shall use all available means 
as appropriate to address such action or inaction, 
including, but not limited to, pursuing legal action 
against such municipalities.”

The federal magistrate also recognized that 
the county administration “declined to provide its 
strategy on this front at all – or has done so only 
in the vaguest terms” and that the “dispute may be 
brought to the Court’s attention, if necessary, at a 
later time.”

Harckman said many of the legislators un-
derstand the difficulties of bringing legal action 
against municipalities over zoning.

“We have always maintained our position 
and it’s the same as Rob’s [Astorino]. The county 
does not control local zoning. We can’t control or 
impact local zoning. We are unified on that.”

Other legislators feel that HUD has wrongly 
blamed Westchester for not complying with the 
agreement.

Continued on page 24

Federal Magistrate Sides with Astorino on Housing Settlement Issue
The Yonkers Tribune / The Westchester Guardian Have Learned County Executive Astorino Refused to Accept the $7 Million from HUD Last Year.
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President George W. Bush in front of the big red, 
white and blue banner on the aircraft carrier 
USS Abraham Lincoln on which he gave his 

May 1, 2003 “victory speech.” 3,424 soldiers have 
died in Iraq since he gave that speech.

 PEOPLE

ALBANY, NY -- Assemblywoman Shel-
ley Mayer (D-Yonkers) was seated as a member 
of the New York State Assembly on Wednesday, 
March 21, 2012.

In her first vote as a member of the As-
sembly Majority, Mayer supported legislation 
protecting victims of domestic violence.

“Following years of advocating for the rights 

of women and children, I am proud that my 
first vote as a member of the Assembly was to 
strengthen protections for victims of domestic 
violence. It is important that we put measures in 
place to prevent these types of crimes from hap-
pening,” said Mayer. “I look forward to working 
with my colleagues in the Assembly to advocate 
for the needs of New York families, businesses 

and neighborhoods.
Constituents can contact Assemblywoman 

Mayer at her Albany office:
Legislative Office Building, Room 323 Al-

bany, NY 12248. (518) 455-3662.
Assemblywoman Mayer’s district office will 

be established within the next week.

Shelley Mayer Seated as Member of the New York State Assembly

By Robert Scott
Twenty-five hundred years ago 
a Chinese military strategist 
named Sun Tzu warned against 
engaging in long wars. The So-
viet Union learned the wisdom 
of this advice in 1988, when it 
was forced to abandon its disas-

trous nine-year-long campaign in Afghanistan. 
Weakened, the entire Soviet system collapsed in 
1991.

Fast-forward ten years. To punish them for 
harboring al-Qaida members training for 9/11, 
the U.S. launched an attack on the Taliban in Af-
ghanistan in October of 2001.

Today, in the eleventh year of an interminable 
war in Afghanistan, we are still being given empty 
assurances that success is within our grasp. Leave 
too soon, the warning goes, and the corrupt, graft-
ridden country will descend into the kind of sec-
tarian violence now plaguing Iraq.
Zugzwang

In the game of chess, there is a concept called 
a Zugzwang (German for “compulsion to move”) 
in which a player gets into an untenable position. 
No matter what subsequent moves are made, the 
situation only becomes worse.

Afghanistan today presents the U.S. with a 
Zugzwang moment. Will our future actions there 
be seen as those of a bully or a friend?

Two unfortunate incidents--one involving 
the burning of copies of the Koran and the other 
the murder of 17 Afghan civilians by a mentally 
unstable American sergeant--have placed the 
safety of American troops and aid workers in 

jeopardy, and the future of the anti-terrorism op-
eration and reconstruction in doubt.

Osama bin Laden is dead, but his message 
that the West wants to dominate the Middle East 
to subjugate its people, destroy its religion and ex-
ploit its resources has been given additional life by 
our continuing presence and by such incidents.
The Lessons of History

In the lead-up to the short war and the long 
occupation of Iraq that followed, many wild 
predictions were made. In the end, the Muse of 
History separated the few seers from the many 
charlatans. Before embarking on any future course 
of action in Afghanistan, we should take counsel 
from what we learned in Iraq.

Only one realist saw Iraq in the proper light 
in 2003: Gen. Eric Shinseki, Chief of Staff of the 
U.S. Army. In his testimony before the Senate 
Armed Services Committee on Feb. 25, he was 
pressed by Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) to estimate 
the size of an allied occupation force that would be 
needed after victory in Iraq.

Weighing his words carefully, the general, a 
West Point graduate, offered his best professional 
military opinion that “something on the order of 
several hundred thousand soldiers is probably the 
figure that would be required.” He added, “We’re 
talking about post-hostilities control over a piece 
of geography that’s fairly significant, with the 
kinds of ethnic tensions that could lead to other 
problems.”

General Shinseki knew whereof he spoke; 
he formerly commanded the allied peacekeeping 
effort in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Clearly irritated by 
the general’s statement, within hours Pentagon ci-
vilians went into action to discredit him.

Deputy defense secretary Paul Wolfowitz ap-
peared before the same committee three days later 
and pooh-poohed the general’s troop estimate 
as “wildly off the mark.” Completely ignoring 
the underlying ethnic and religious factional-
ism viciously suppressed by Saddam Hussein, he 
claimed that Iraq had no history of the kind of 
ethnic strife that plagued Bosnia and Kosovo.

Iraqi civilians would welcome allied forces 
joyously, Wolfowitz predicted, and Iraq would 
generate $15 billion to $20 billion annually in oil 
revenue to pay for reconstruction.

General Shinseki’s boss, Defense Secretary 
Donald Rumsfeld, also retaliated by announcing 
the name of his successor as Army Chief of Staff 
more than a year before his retirement.

Iraq: How Wrong Were They?
Arranged in chronological order, here are 

opinions voiced by various pundits and politicians 
about Iraq:

1. “It is hard to imagine how anyone could 
doubt that Iraq possesses weapons of mass de-
struction.” --Fred Hiatt, Opinion page editor, 
The Washington Post, Feb. 6, 2003.

2. “I believe demolishing Hussein’s military 
power and liberating Iraq will be a cakewalk. Let 
me give simple, responsible reasons: (1) It was a 
cakewalk last time; (2) they’ve become much 
weaker; (3) we’ve become much stronger; and (4) 
now we’re playing for keeps.” --Ken Adelman, 
former Rumsfeld assistant, in The Washing-
ton Post, Feb. 13, 2003.

3. “Iraq should become a democracy. After all, 
the president has repeatedly cast the impending 
war as an effort to bring democracy to a land that 
for decades has known only dictatorship. Having 
defeated and then occupied Iraq, democratizing 
the country should not be too tall an order for 
the world’s sole superpower.” --William Kristol, 
Editor, The Weekly Standard, Feb. 24, 2003.

4. “And I said on my program, if the Ameri-
cans go in and overthrow Saddam Hussein and 
it’s clean, he has nothing, I will apologize to the 
nation, and I will not trust the Bush administra-
tion again.” --Bill O’Reilly on Good Morning 
America, March 18, 2003.

5. “So it turns out that all the slogans of the 
anti-war movement were right after all. And their 
demands were just. ‘No War on Iraq,’ they said--
and there wasn’t a war on Iraq. Indeed, there was 
barely a ‘war’ at all. ‘Stop the war’ was the call. And 
the ‘war’ is indeed stopping. That’s not such a bad 
record.” --Christopher Hitchens, Slate, April 
9, 2003.

6. “We really don’t need the Europeans. 
Anyway, they will be the first in line patting us 
on the back following our success and saying they 
were with us all along. Only fear will re-establish 
[Arab] respect for us.” --Former CIA Director 
James Woolsey in the Glasgow Sunday Her-
ald, April 13, 2003.

7. “Mission accomplished.” –Banner displayed 
during Pres. George W. Bush’s speech aboard the 
U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln, May 1, 2003.

Continued on page 25
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“Zugzwang” in Afghanistan
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“We are not here to address all the housing 

inequities of the world,” said Mike Kaplowtiz, 
(D-Yorktown, Somers, and New Castle). “We are 
doing everything the agreement asks - in sprit and 
what the law asks us to do. Using this case as a can 
opener to solve every ill of the world is just not 
what I, as a legislator, signed on to do.”

Kaplowitz claimed that the $7 million Asto-

rino is asking for are monies that fund the county’s 
housing and land acquisition programs.

“Ironically it’s the taxpayer’s money that goes 
to Washington (HUD) and comes back to all the 
communities. We don’t need their money - we 
spend millions of dollars each year for housing 
and its taxpayer’s money. HUD is being over-
reaching, idealistic and impractical. They are cut-
ting their nose to spite their face.”

Kaplowitz has seen a shift in the administra-
tion’s approach to affordable housing overall.

“Rob has come around to the county’s pro-
grams to build affordable housing. For years the 
Republicans voted against housing projects and 
now we’re starting to that change. We understand 
the settlement – build 750 units, invest the dollars, 
end of story. Go home.”

Harckman said it’s important to see the big 
picture.

“We are still ahead of schedule and although 
there are technical disagreements along the way, 

the settlement has a mechanism to resolve those 
disagreements. Whether we have a housing set-
tlement or not, I think affordable housing from 
a political standpoint is always something we 
should pursue.”
Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance journal-
ist who writes local news, about environmental issues, 
art, entertainment and food. Her debut novel, “Nu-
clear Romance” was recently published. Visit the book’s 
website, http://nuclearromance.word- press.com/.
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8. “The failure of the Bush team to produce 

any weapons of mass destruction in Iraq is be-
coming a big, big story. But is it the real story we 
should be concerned with? No. It was the wrong 
issue before the war, and it’s the wrong issue now. 
Why? Because there were actually four reasons for 
this war: the real reason, the right reason, the mor-
al reason and the stated reason.” --Thomas L. 
Friedman, columnist, The New York Times, 
June 4, 2003.

9. “For bureaucratic reasons we settled on one 
issue, weapons of mass destruction, because it was 
the one reason everyone could agree on.” --Paul 
Wolfowitz, former Deputy Defense Secre-

tary, in Vanity Fair, July 2003.
10. “The war has been a magnificent suc-

cess. Liberals carp about every bombing. We’re 
not liberating Ohio here. After we won the war 
in 17 days flat, with amazingly few casualties, they 
complained about some museum pottery being 
broken.” --Ann Coulter, speaking at North-
western University, Nov. 21, 2003.

11. [See comment 4] “I’m sorry.” --Bill 
O’Reilly apologizes on Good Morning 
America, Feb. 11, 2004.

 12. [See comment 11]”But then I go on 
Good Morning America yesterday and say that 
I’m personally sorry my analysis on WMDs be-
fore the war was wrong, and I’m angry about the 
CIA mistake. Well, that’s dishonest. I still believe 
removing Saddam was the right thing to do and 
that history will prove it. And there’s also the pos-

sibility that WMDs will be found, so I might have 
to apologize for my apology. I don’t mind. I still 
hope they find WMDs. --Bill O’Reilly on The 
O’Reilly Factor,” Feb. 12, 2004.

13. “With the capture of Saddam Hussein 
the war in Iraq is largely over.” --Sean Hannity 
in his book, “Deliver Us from Evil,” Feb. 
29, 2004.

14. “The level of activity that we see today 
from a military standpoint, I think, will clearly de-
cline. I think they’re in the last throes, if you will, of 
the insurgency.” --Vice President Dick Cheney 
on Larry King Live, June 20, 2005.

15. “But, lest we build up the enemy into 
10-foot-tall supermen, it’s important to realize 
how weak they are. Most of the conditions that 
existed in previous wars waged by guerrillas, from 
Algeria in the 1950s to Afghanistan in the 1980s, 

aren’t present in Iraq. “--Max Boot, columnist, 
Los Angeles Times, June 23, 2005.

The Cost of Being Wrong
After Iraq refused to provide legal immunity 

for U.S. soldiers, the last U.S. troops were gone by 
Dec. 18, 2011.

Here’s what all the bad guesses, empty 
words and macho swagger cost us in Iraq: 
A total of one trillion U.S. tax dollars, 4,486 U.S. 
dead (3,532 sacrificed in combat) and 32,223 U.S. 
wounded “officially” bearing the scars of war. Un-
official estimates of the emotionally wounded are 
much higher.
Robert Scott is a semi-retired book publisher and local 
historian. He lives in Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.

OP EDSection

“Zugzwang” in Afghanistan

By DAMON K. JONES
On March 8, 2012, Magistrate 
Judge George A. Yanthis ruled 
that key elements of the DJ Hen-
ry shooting that was previously 
withheld will now be released to 
the public, including detective’s 
notes associated with the shoot-

ing, all video and audio of police interviews with 
witnesses, 911 calls, more than 100 witness state-
ments and police radio transmissions on the night 
of the shooting. This verdict was a important win 
for the Henry family and supporters because now 
public could finally see if the evidence collected 
by Mt. Pleasant Police was collected in a truly fair 
and unbiased manor and how it was constructed 
to support the claims of their officer Arron Hess. 
The Henry family lawyers and the lawyers for the 
other pace students have stated from the begin-
ning that in their opinion the investigation of the 
shooting was flawed.

“It is clear that there was no fair and impar-
tial investigation into the shooting and brutality 
since the defendant Mount Pleasant Police De-
partment was assigned by District Attorney Janet 
DiFiore to lead the investigation into its own mis-
conduct and brutality,” said Bonita Zelman, a law-
yer representing Mr. Hinds and four other Pace 
students. “Westchester County does not want the 
public to learn about the injustices that occurred in 
this case, but the public has a right to know about 
the coverup and that police brutality is alive and 
well in Westchester County.”

In the morning of Oct. 17, 2010 Police were 
summoned to the mall because of a reported dis-
turbance at the local tavern. DJ Henry, a 20-year-
old Pace University student, was shot and killed 
by Pleasantville Police Officer Arron Hess while 
trying to maneuver his car out of  the Thornwood 
Shopping Center. Officer Hess, who fired his 
weapon through Henry’s windshield, fatally 
wounding the Easton, Mass., student and another 

bullet grazed passenger Brandon Cox. Henry’s 
teammates Delpeche, 23, of Brooklyn, Parker, 
23, of Florida, and Garcia, 22, of Floral Park was 
brutalized, tasered and falsely arrested while they 
attempted to render first aid to the dying Henry 
while he laid on the grown in a pool of blood. 

As any grieving family, all the Henry’s wanted 
was the truth about their son’s death. By his own 
admission, Officer Hess stepped in front of DJ’s 
car and left DJ very little time to stop. Witnesses, 
including the front seat passenger, cars parked be-
hind DJ’s, and the bar owner, stated that DJ’s car 
was trying to stop before Mr. Hess opened fire on 
DJ’s car.

 “We would have accepted from the begin-
ning a simple story supported by fact and evi-
dence,” Henry Sr. says. What we’ve gotten instead 
is manipulation, tampering, arrogance and, now, 
a refusal to answer any legitimate questions. The 
effort to keep secret [the] fact[s] and truth and 
evidence here is just mind boggling ... What are 
you hiding?”

Brandon Cox, whose arm was grazed by a 
bullet, added, “He didn’t and we didn’t deserve 
anything that happened that night.” Cox’s mother 
told the Journal News, “D.J. started moving be-
cause he knew he was in the ‘no parking’ zone. As 
he was moving out, all of a sudden, another po-
lice officer jumps from behind a cruiser with gun 
drawn. D.J. didn’t have time to stop, and hit him. 
Then they just started shooting.” 

As the investigation of the death of their son 
and the abuse of his friends continued, it became 
clear to the Henry’s and supporters that the West-
chester County District Attorney Janet DeFiore 
was hiding the truth. This sentiment was reminis-
cent from shooting of Detective Ridley, the Mt. 
Vernon Detective that was fatally shot by County 
Police while he was trying to make an arrest off 
duty in plain clothes.  Like the Ridley shooting 
there were inside leaks from the very begining. 
With Detective Ridley they release the name of 
the only black officer on the scene Robert Martin 

as the shooter Ridley approximately 4 hours after 
the incident. 

“The leaking of our brother Martin as the 
shooter of Chris could come from nowhere 
but the top,” said Sterling Dixson, President of 
Westchester Blacks in Law Enforcement. “Who 
leaked our brother’s name, what was their aim and 
purpose to do so? We later to find out that Martin 

was not the shooter of Ridley and no shell casings 
were found from Martins weapon.” 

In the DJ Henry shooting officials in West-
chester County or medical examiner “leaked” un-
substantiated blood alcohol content, 4 days after 
DJ was killed after they told the Henry family the 
autopsy would take weeks. According to the 

Continued on page 26
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The Jig is Up on Janet DeFiore - From Detective Ridley to DJ Henry

http://pleasantville.patch.com/listings/pace-university-pleasantville-campus
http://pleasantville.patch.com/articles/deadly-shooting-at-thornwood-shopping-center-5
http://pleasantville.patch.com/articles/deadly-shooting-at-thornwood-shopping-center-5
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Office Space Available-

Prime Location, Yorktown 
Heights

1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Wilca: 
914.632.1230

Prime Retail - Westchester 
County

Best Location in Yorktown Heights
1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. 

Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. 
Store $1200.

Suitable for any type of business. 

Mt. Vernon Warehouse Sale/
Lease, 13,500 Sq. Ft.  
25-50 car parking lot

IND1 - RME10 Zoning.  
24 Ft Ceiling.  

Call for details: 646.265.1289

Continued from page 25
Henry family, DJ’s autopsy was performed 

without any representation from the Henry fam-
ily despite being informed that the family would be 
sending someone. 

“As always, to cover up their dirty deeds co-
conspirators from the inside leaking information to 
sway public opinion about the Henry case just like 
they did the Ridley,” said Dixson. “As usual the lo-
cal media ran with the leaks and assisted the covert 
operation of the cover up.”

 Every step that the District Attorney’s of-
fice took in the investigation of the shooting of 
DJ Henry and the abuse of his teammates seemed 
oddly familiar to the investigation of the shooting 
of Detective Christopher Ridley. 

“The playbook is the same”, said Stanley Rid-
ley, father of Detective Ridley, the only thing that 
has changed in the Henry shooting is the players 
and now the information of the investigation is 
made public.”

“We have to expose how we are treated” said 
Darrel Davis, VOX Radio host. “They go to every 
cop’s funeral. Where is the respect for our children 
that are shot and killed by public employees? 

 “There are no words to express our disap-
pointment in the grand jury’s decision,’’ Henry’s 
father, Danroy Henry Sr., said in a statement re-
garding the Danroy verdict to the Boston Globe. 
Henry continued, “Conclusions appear to have 
been drawn at the outset ... and the entire process 
appears now to have been nothing short of an at-
tempt to create better optics for the DA and her 
office.”

The Henrys’ lawyer, Michael Sussman, said he 
had voiced skepticism about the investigation from 
the beginning, in part because of the “profound in-
stitutional interests which connect the D.A.’s office 
and the local police agencies” in Westchester.

A lawyer for Mr. Cox, Charles Ogletree Jr., 
said he was “not surprised” by the grand jury’s deci-
sion not to issue indictments. “But I’m sorely disap-
pointed,” he said. “It is a case that we said from the 
beginning needs some federal oversight, and I am 
confident that the Department of Justice will take 
a careful look.” 

 “The police beat and threatened them and 
used a Taser on one of them,” said Zelman. “No 
charges were brought against the police by the DA’s 
office or no departmental charges by their depart-
ment.” 

There’s an old expression, the DA could indict 
a “Ham Sandwich”. Meaning the grand jury will 
basically do whatever the DA wants. The DA de-
cides what evidence to present, what evidence not 
to present and how to argue it. Because all grand 
jury proceeding are close to the public, we have no 
way of knowing what testimony was given to the 
grand jury. 

 In Westchester, there is one thing we do 
know is that under Janet DeFiore as District At-

torney, she has never prosecuted any police officer 
of Westchester County for any cases of Police Bru-
tality. Janet DeFiore has continuously turned over 
investigations of questionable police actions of use 
of force back to the police department in question 
and prosecuted the victims like Naimah Yancy, 
Dara Massey, Primivita Diaz, and Lance Cooper, 
Kenneth Kassiedu who brought forth complaints 
against the police in question and now suing for 
millions of dollars; she did the same in the DJ 
Henry shooting and the abuse of his teammates.

“We have a system that pays out millions 
of dollars of taxpayers money to families brutal-
ized by the police but refuses to punish the police 
who commit the misconduct,” said Zelman. “The 
system in Westchester is broken and needs to be 
fixed.”

In a statement on YouTube, Mr. Henry stated 
the investigative process of his sons shooting was 
flawed. “Law enforcement should not be able to 
investigate themselves, produce their own evidence, 
prosecute themselves and draw their own conclu-
sions without anybody ever seeing the evidence,” he 
said. “We wanted the evidence to be brought to the 
light of day so it can be subject to the scrutiny of lot 
of concerning and objective eyes.”

 “We can’t let them forget what happen to 
Chris,” said Stanley Ridley. “Improper investiga-
tions, lack of training of officers, the truth must be 
told about DJ’s shooting and it will shed a clearer 
light on how they handled the investigation of the 
shooting of Chris”

It is clear that our District Attorney Janet De-
Fiore is the “Poster Child” for the push for legislation 
for a State Wide Special Prosecutor for question-
able police shootings and cases of police brutality. 
She has clearly shown that there is an incestuous 
relationship between the District Attorney’s office 
and Westchester County Chiefs Association, who 
has raised campaign money and supported her po-
litically. This is also supported by the silence of all 
elected officials. To date, there has not been ONE 
elected official in Westchester County to be out-
spoken on correcting use of force policies and over-
sight of law enforcement in Westchester County. 

“I think it disgraceful that no elected officials 
have come forth,” said Darrel Davis. “They take our 
votes but don’t see our problems as their problems. 
We need to reevaluate our relationships with them.”

Now that Judge Yanthis saw that in the inter-
est if true justice all evidence be released, we will see 
what was really investigated and how the truth can 
possibly turned by political expediency or just plain 
old law enforcement biasness. 

New Yorkers must remain vigilant, and must 
keep up the pressure; the Justice Deptarment will 
come around, said Ron Hampton, Washington 
D.C. Representative of Blacks In Law Enforce-
ment of America. “We will be meeting with the 
DOJ soon to discuss what is happening in West-
chester County,” he said
Damon K. Jones is executive Director of Blacks In Law 
Enforcement of America.

The Jig is Up on Janet DeFiore

OPED
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L E G A L  N O T I C E
GEORGIO FAMILY III LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 12/5/2011. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of process C/O Patricia G. Micek, 
Esq. 2180 Boston Post Rd. Larch-
mont, NY 10538. Purpose: Any 
lawful activity.

NEWBOLD HOLDINGS LLC Arti-
cles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 1/19/2012. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 305 North Ave. New 
Rochelle, NY 10801. Purpose: 
Any lawful activity.

NEWBOLD LOT LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 1/30/2012. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 305 North Ave. 1st Fl. 
New Rochelle, NY 10801. Pur-
pose: Any lawful activity.

BLUE TARGET LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 11/30/2011. Office in 
Westchester Co. SSNY design. 
Agent of LLC upon whom pro-
cess may be served. SSNY shall 
mail copy of C/O Julio Alberto 
Garcia 119 E. Hartsdale Ave. Apt. 
4C Hartsdale, NY 10530. Purpose: 
Any lawful activity.

1250 PELHAM PARKWAY SOUTH, 
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. 
of State (SSNY) 1/23/2012. Office 
in Westchester Co. SSNY design. 
Agent of LLC upon whom pro-
cess may be served. SSNY shall 
mail copy of The LLC 20 Black 
Hawk Rd. Scarsdale, NY 10583. 
Purpose: Any lawful activity.

HAMMER TIME HANDYMAN, 
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. 
of State (SSNY) 12/2/2011. Office 
in Westchester Co. SSNY design. 
Agent of LLC upon whom pro-
cess may be served. SSNY shall 
mail copy of The LLC 45 Virginia 
Lane Thornwood, NY 10594. Pur-
pose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation Mommy-
N-Me of Shrub Oak LLC Arts. of 
Org. filed with SSNY 2/21/2012. 
Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty. 
SSNY designated as agent of LLC 
whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail process to: c/o 
The LLC, P.O. Box 305, Lincoln-
dale, NY 10540. Purpose: all law-
ful activities.

CHANCC LLC Articles of Org. 
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 
5/26/2011. Office in Westchester 
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be 
served. SSNY shall mail copy of 
The LLC 698 Saw Mill River RD 
Ardsley, NY 10502. Purpose: Any 
lawful activity.

EQUIDYNE HOLDINGS LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 6/29/11. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of Leslie Hughes 2005 Palmer 
Ave. #134 Larchmont, NY 10538. 
Purpose: Any lawful activity

MERCER 111, LLC Articles of Org. 
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 
10/25/07. Office in Westchester 
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be 
served. SSNY shall mail copy of 
The LLC 199 Lafayette St. New 
York, NY 10012. Purpose: Any 
lawful activity.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 1 LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harri-
son, NY 10604. Purpose: Any law-
ful activity.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 2 LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harri-
son, NY 10604. Purpose: Any law-
ful activity.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 3 LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harri-
son, NY 10604. Purpose: Any law-
ful activity.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 4 LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harri-
son, NY 10604. Purpose: Any law-
ful activity.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 5 LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harri-
son, NY 10604. Purpose: Any law-
ful activity.

NUDGE CAPITAL LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State 
(SSNY) 2/3/2012. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of C/O Patricia G Micek Esq 2180 
Boston Post Rd. Larchmont, NY 
10538. Purpose: Any lawful ac-
tivity.
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*Fares are in USD, per person, based on double occupancy, cruise only, capacity controlled, and subject to availability. Government fees and taxes up to $106.75 are per person, are additional, and subject to change. Princess reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX
oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. See the applicable Princess brochure or visit princess.com for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Other restrictions may apply. Ships of Bermudan registry. Pisa Brothers Travel, a Worldview Travel Company strongly recommends the
purchase of travel insurance. We reserve the right to correct errors and omissions. For complete terms and conditions contact Pisa Brothers Travel.

Your choice of Traditional Dining, Specialty Dining or Casual Dining • Library, card room, boutiques, a casino, enrichment programs & more
Stylish bars and lounges with live music, entertainers, shows and dancing • Warm, welcoming service • Lotus Spa, gym & fitness area

Bermuda Sampler
4 nights, Oct 27 - 31, 2012
Caribbean Princess® | Offer #1210033

Caribbean Islander
10 nights, Oct 31 - Nov 10, 2012
Caribbean Princess® | Offer #1210034

Relaxed, rejuvinating retreat at sea. A Princess® ship is more than your home away from home - it’s a floating
retreat filled with entertaining, engaging options for enjoying each and every hour. Choose to settle in on deck or fill
your schedule with wonderful activities. Best of all, how you spend your day is up to no one but you.

Passage to Europe
11 nights, May 3 - 14, 2012
Caribbean Princess® | Offer #1210032

Escape completely® with
New York convenience

800.729.7472
mgr@pisabrothers.com

Graybar Building - New York
420 Lexington Ave, Suite 1603

pisabrothers.com

Spring crossing with British Isles Round-trip New York getaway Exclusive $50 onboard credit*

INSIDE OCEANVIEW BALCONY
from from from

$459 $519 $699
per person* per person* per person*

INSIDE OCEANVIEW BALCONY
from from from

$899 $1,049 $1,449
per person* per person* per person*

INSIDE OCEANVIEW BALCONY
from from from

$499 $599 $999
per person* per person* per person*


